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FOREWORD 

The UNIOO Secretariat in cooperation with the Asian and Pacific Centre on Transfer 
of Technology (APCIT) jointly organized the Seminar on Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) for 
Project Implementation and Financing from 2 - 6 December 1991 in Bangkok, 1iailand. The 
seminar was hosted in Thailand by the Technology Transfer Centre of the Ministry of 
Science, Technology and Energy (MQ.~). Participants included some forty-eight 
government and private sector representatives from sixteen countries in the Asia and Pacific 
region namely, Bangbdesb, Brunei Darussalam, China (People's Republic of), Fiji, India, 
Indonesia, Iran (Islamic Republic of), Korea (Republic of), Malaysia, Maldives, Myanmar, 
Norway, Pakistm. Philippines, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Vietnam. 

The Seminar bad the objt"ctives of increasing awareness among countries in the region 
on the coocept of the BOT as an alternative scheme for implementing brge infrastructural and 
industrial projects; exchanging information on various country experiences in this field; 
raising issues which governments need to be aware of when deciding whether or bow to 
implement a BOT project and suggesting possible approaches to these issues. The issues 
ranged from policy matters of political, legal and administrative support for the development 
and implementation of BOT projects to the practical issues of preparing and structuring the 
financial ~ .od contractual package. Special attention was also devoted to the advantages of 
BOT as a tool for technology transfer and tecboology research and its potential for enhancing 
national competence. 

For UNIDO, the Seminar and the follow-up programme that was expected to emanate 
from it, was of strategic importance as it reflects oo UNIDO' s commitment to give due 
attention to new and alternative forms of business arrangements which could be a source of 
develop~t opportunities for developing couctries. 

From the seminar discussions, it was apparent that there is now an increasing 
utilization of the BOT scheme for imple'DCDting large projects in the Asian and Pacific 
region. BOT is an alternative arrangement which offers development opportunities for 
countries in implementing, financing and operating large infrastructural and industrial 
projects. Several advantages may be available to developing countries in the use of this 
scheme, among which are: 

it allows implementation of projects which may not otherwise have been 
implemented due to national budgetary constraints; 

it encourages greater private sector participation in economic endeavours; 

it allows the possibility of shifting the debt burden from government to private 
sector and a certain amount of project risk from tt.e pvblic to the private 
sector; 
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it bas good potential for promoting continuous transfer of technology and 
knowhow and in enhancing national competence. 

BOT is, however, a complex scheme because of the many possible variations in the 
scheme itseH and the web of financial and 00a1tractual arrangements involved. It therefore 
needs careful and thorough visualmtion of the entire project: the various actors and their 
interplay as well as their respective contributions and obligations; and the safeguards that 
shoold be in place to ensure that national interests are not compromised. Because the 
government is the ultimate client of a BOT project, the successful development and 
materialmtion of BOT projects depenm to a large extent on the availability of strong 
government support. Such support should be able to achieve a balance between the need to 
aaximize the advantages inherent in the BOT scheme and the need to safeguard national 
interests and should have the following essential elements: a declaration of policy of 
government support for the use of BOT; provision of a supporting administrative environment 
such as through the delegation of authority to specific government agency(ies) which can 
carry through the development and implementation of BOT projects; and making available 
the legislative authority for the promotion and development of projects using the BOT 
scheme. 

BOT is a relatively new field for most developing countries. The exchange of 
experiences among the participants brought to light a number of issues and problem areas 
which countries have been faced with in developing, negotiating and implementing BOT 
projects, as follows: 

preparation and evaluation of BOT proposals; 

preparation and negotiation of the letter of intent: 

appropriate guarantees and securities which governments may make available co 
provide a reasonable level of comfort for project sponsors and lenders; 

proper calculation/formula for wiffs, pricing and revenue and appropriate 
concession periods taking into account reasonable rate of return and interests of 
consumers; 

effective allocation of risks between government, sponsors and lenders; 

developing proper safeguards as an avenue for technology transfer and implications 
on local industry and creation of national competence; 

framing and structuring of the contractual package. 
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The complexities of the contractual arrangements and the fact that BOT could be 
applicable to a range of sectors with varying characteristic~ and requirements necessitate a 
thorough consideration of these issues and problem areas. 

The seminar confirmed the urgent need for assistance in this field ranging from 
awareness building to practical tools for assisting countries in developing, negotiating and 
implementing BOT projects, e.g., guidelines for BOT contracting to direct advisory service 
at the levels of policy formulation and pwject implementation. Preliminarily, the Seminar 
produced Suggested Elements of Legislation relating to BOTs; a Framework for a BOT 
Project Agreement; and a List of Problem Areas in Stru~.uing the BOT Project, partly based 
on the experiences of countries represented at the Seminar. The relevant materials are 
appended to this document of the Seminar Proceedings which contains the country papers 
presented at the seminar. The Seminar ;tself and its conclusions are seen as starting point for 
future follow-up work which UNIDO is committed to pursue to respond to the needs of 
developing countries. 
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l . Definitions and inte[pretation. 

1. The SCOJ>e of Aueement. 

3. Conditions Precedent· Complementary aueements: 

3 .1 Project company. Conditions precedent. 

3 .2 Government agency. Conditions precedent. 

3.3 General conditions precedent. 

3.4 Failure of conditions precedent. 

4. General obliptions of the Project Company: 

4.1 Finance and security. 

4.2 Design requirements, drawings and 
specifications. 

4.3 Materials and workmanship. 

4.4 Compliance with laws and regulations. 

4.5 State of art, quality assurance and quality 
control. 

4.6 Commencement time. Progress of work. 

4.7 Equipment. 

4.8 Completion of work. Testing and 
certification of work. 

4. 9 Operation of the project. Operation 
standards. 
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4.10 Management of operations. Approval of 
operator. 

4.11 Cooperation with other companies and 
projects. 

4.12 Maintenance and repair, quality assurance 
and quality remedies. 

4.13 Training and employment of local staff, 
escalation provisions. 

4.14 Operation period. Transfer of ownership: 

- The scope of the transfer 

- Quality assurance, state of art 

- Quantity and access to spare parts 
guarantees 

- Testing and testing procedures 

- Guarantees, guaranteed perioJ 
{Performance guarantee) 

- Cost and expenses of transfer 

- Final transfer certificate 

- Indemnification. Hold harmless clauses 

- F.arly expiring of the operation 
period. 

4.15 Use of local labour, goods and services. 

4.16 Pollution environment protection. 

5. General obljptions of Government Aeeucy: 

5.1 Items, drawings and specificatil)DS. 
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5.2 Site acquisition of land and rights. 

5.3 Infrastructure. Access to site, 
communications,utilities, etc. 

5.4 Supplies of fuel, electricity. etc. 

5.5 Authori7.ations, approvals, permits and 
licences. 

5.6 Competing project. 

5. 7 Revenue, payment and terms of payment. 
Counter claims. 

5.8 Repatriation guarantee. Escrow agreement. 
Foreign exchange. 

5.9 Taxes. 

5 .10 Bonus for better than agreed performance. 

6. Adjustment of &eneral obli&ations: 

6.1 Government agency's right to order 
variations and additional work. 

6.2 Government's right to coordinate the project 
with other infrastructure project in the 
environment. 

6.3 The project companies' right to propose 
variations and additional work. 

6.4 The effect of variations and additional work 
on the payment, time schedule, operation 
period, and other terms of the contract. 
Procedure. 

6.5 Alteration of the contract. Adjustment of 
payment. 

6.6 Extension of the operation period. 
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6.6 Extension of the operation period. 

7. Government aeeocy·s ri&bt of sgperyjsjon. Ac:c;m 
ta..m. 
Approval of coosttuction apd qperation plan. 
Disclaimer. 

8. Force majeure. jnsurance and JiahilUy to the thjrd 
parties apd users: 

8.1 Force majeure. Definition, consequences 
and procedure. 

8.2 Insurance. Assignment apd notification. 

8.3 Liability to third parties and users. 
Indemnification. 

9. C,ancellation. suspension apd buy out: 

9 .1 C,ancellation apd suspension due to force 
majeure. 

9.2 Buy out. Terms and compensation. 

9.3 Abandonment. 

IO. Breach of contract. Liahiliiy and teanination: 

10.1 Project Company's liability for delay. 
Liquidated damages, limitation of liability. 

10.2 Project Company's liability for breach of 
guarantees and other contractual obligations. 

10.3 The liability of Government Agency. 

10.4 Termination ~..cause of Project Company's 
default. 
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10.5 Termination because of Government 
Agency's default. 

10.6 Lenders' right to take over the project in 
case of dafault. 

Transfer ot tecbnolOJY: 

11.1 Ownership of drawings, plans and 
specifications. 

11.2 Patents and inventions. 

11.3 Research project. 

11.4 General competeocc. 

Performancs: bonds. 

Miscellaneous terms: 

13.1 Assignments. Benefit of agreement. 

13.2 Consultation. 

13.3 Confidential information. 

13.4 Notices. 

13.5 Non-waiver. 

13.6 Provision of documents. 

14. Govcmin& law and dispute. 
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I. The BOT-concept. 

BOT stands for Build - Operate - Transfer. 1be BOT-concept bas a number of 
variations. All involve, however, the establishment of a private sector project 
company as a vehicle for ownership, financing, construction, maintenance and 
operation of an infrastructure project for a certain period. Thereafter, ownership is 
usually transferred to tile public sector. 

During the operation peri~ the Project Company will charge prices, tolls, fees etc. 
sufficient to pay back the project debt and to provide dividends to the shareholders of 
the Project Company. The financing is raised by the Project Company from 
commercial banks, sometimes backed by export credit agencies and by multilateral and 
bilateral lenders. The financing of BOT-projects are normally on •a project financing• 
or •non recourse• basis. The lenders are supposed to look at the cash flows and 
earnings of the Project Company as the only source of funds from which the loans will 
be repaid (and to the assets of the Project Company as collateral for the loans). 
Relatively few BOT-projects, however, are so completely self-supporting that they can 
be financed without any guarantees and safeguard under1akings by the interested parties 
including the Host Government. Normally the governments will not provide sovereign 
guarantees or borrow any money on behalf of the sponsors. But support from host 
governments may include assurance of minimum revenues, sharing of project risks, 
guarantees of the performance of government agencies involved in the project, etc. 

n. The structure and phases of a BOT-project. 

n.1. The BQT=contnct pa'*•re. 

The structure of a typical BOT-proj«t can be described through the building blocks 
of the BOT-contract package as shown in table 1. 

The primary contract is the Prqject A&r=ment (Implementation Agreement -
Concession Agreement). This is the contract between the Host Government and the 
Project Company. It entides the Project Company to build and operate the project 
facility, and imposes a number of conditions as to design, construction, operation, 
maintenance, etc. of the project. It fixes the operation period, the payment for the 
usage of the facility, the way in which payment should be effected and so on. In 
short: The Project Agreement is the key contract of a BOT-project, and the 
contractual basis from which the other contracts are developed. 

The subscription of the share capital and the contractual arrangements between the 
shareholders are contained in a Sbareboldqs A&rcement. The majority shareholders 
of the Project Company are normally the private project sponsors who in turn might 
be private construction companies, equipment suppliers, international trading 
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c•Jmpanies and the leliders. The participation of the Host Government as shareholder 
(equity investor) is not unusual in some countries and in some fields such as the 
petroleum industry. 

The Construction Contract is normally a fixed price turnkey construction contract 
covering all the work. If the BOT infrastructure project involves large construction 
work and the supply of heavy machinery and equipment, the Project Company will 
negotiate the construction contract with a consortium of experienced building 
companies and equipment suppliers to assure the timely and proper completion of the 
project facilities. Effectiveness of the turnkey arrangement might be a condition 
precedent to lenders. 

Io case the Host Government or a government agency is the only customer of the 
infrastructure pro~ the Project Company will negotiate a separate Purchase 
Aereement with the government. The agreement provides the company with an 
assurance of a minimum purchase by the government and arranges the price structure 
- often on a take- or pa} basis. That means that as long as the government pays the 
fees, the Project Company is assured of sufficient funds to service its debt, cover its 
projected costs and make a profit. 

A fifth major contract of a BOT-project is the Credit A&reement between the Project 
Company and the lenders. There is an almost infinite number of conditions, type of 
loans and instruments used in BOT-financing. 

The risk of non-repayment of the loans is usually covered in two ways. First by 
standard types of safeguards, such as fixed price turnkey contracts, providing for 
performance bond and liquidated damages, real estate mongage, default clauses, 
assignment CJf insurance contracts etc. Secondly by safeguards specific to 
BOT-projects such as guarantees by governments for the performance of government 
agencies, agreements on contingency loan for a limited period, escrowing agreements 
and shareholders and sponsors suppon agreements. The loan security structure will 
be included in the Credit AP"eement. 

Normally the Project Company will enter into an Qperatine/Manaeement Contract with 
a professional operating company. The Operatin!!/Management Contract spells out 
operation specifications, maintenance standarc!s, openting costs, incentives etc. for the 
op...-ration period. 

An adequate insurance program (insurance policies) mus: be arranged for both during 
the construction and operation (Jf the 1>roject. The Project Company usually bas little 
cushion to fall back on in the evtnt of a casua!ity loss except for insurance proceeds. 

The contractual framework of a i;oT-project as outlined here, is of course not 
exhaustive. Escrow agreements, service agreements, energy supply agreements, 
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supplementary loan agreements etc., can also be part of the legal framework governing 
a BOT-infrastructure project. 

11.2. Th\! phases of a BOT-project. 

1be case of a railway project can illustrate the BOT-concept a.,d its app!.ication. In 
the first Phase a letter of intent is signed by the local railway authorities (agency) and 
a group of potential private sponsors, followed by a detailed feasibility study of the 
proposed railway project. 

In the second pba.~ a project company is established with the follo\l:ing shareholders: 

A consortium of construction and equipment companies, some domestic and foreign 
commercial banks, IFC and The National Railway Agency. 

In the third phase the Implementation Agreements between the Project Company and 
the Railway Agency is signed as the basis from which the other project agreements are 
developed and signed. 

The fourtb phase is raising of funds, where the lenders are banks and the borrower is 
the Project Company. 

The construction of the railway is phase five. 

Pbase six covers the operation period when the railway is run by the Project Company 
or its operator, and when the company expects to have a return from the railway fares 
which covers its debts, operating costs and dividends to the shareholders. 

Phase seven is the end of the operation period when the shares of the Project Company 
is transferred to the National Railway Agency, which continues the operation of the 
railway. Hence tlle term "Build-Operate-Transfer". 

Ill. Fields of application. Recent developments. 

The BOT-concept is not a new financial mechanism. Variations on the BOT-approach, 
often known as "concessions" have been in use for a long time in the industria 1 and 
mining sectors in Europe, especiaily in France, Germany and the Scandinavian 
countries. 

In more recent time various models of project financing with BOT-characteristics have 
been applied to infrastructure projects as different as the large EURO-Channel Tunnel 
and Great Belt Tunnel projects in Europe, power plants in England, United States and 
on Greenland, and projects in the petroleum industry. The capital intensive and high 
risk North Sea projects en the Norwegian sector, have all been successfully financed, 
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built and operated by private sponsors, and are now in the process of being gradually 
transferred to a government agency. During the BOT-process. national technology and 
skill bas been developed to a fairly high and competitive level. 

From the early 1980's ~'le BOT-concept bas been introdu1..c:d in a number of 
developing countries as an alt..ernative way to finance infrastructure projects. Such 
projects include road projects, power piants, t><>rt facilities, telecommunications, 
industrial estates, water supply and treatment systems, airports, metro railway systr.ms 
etc. 

A pressing need for infrastructure facilities as a condition of economic growth in many 
developing countries, the third world debt crisis and the present trend to develop the 
private sector bas been cited as reasons for tlle interest in the BOT-concept in some 
developing countries. However that may be, let us have a look at some of the 
advantages and constrai.-lts of the BOT-concept as a technique of financing 
infrastructure projects in the developing world. 

IV. Some advantages of the BOT-concept. Problems and constraints. 

IV .1. Advantaces of the BOT=eoncept. 

A developing country might adopt the BOT-concept with several objectives in mind. 
Among these are: 

H contributes to expedite the construction and improvement of much needed 
infrastructural facilities which otherwise wouid not have come onstream and 
whose absence or delay would constrain economic development. In other 
words: If a developing country is not able to finance its needed infrastructure 
on the basis of budgetary means or sovereign borrowings, or prefers to use its 
resources for other needs, such as health and education, the BOT-concept is an 
option to be considered. - It attracts foreign cap~tal to the country, both 

equity and !'.>an. 

Since the borrower is a private company, it shiru the debt burden from the 
government to the private sector - a k:y feature of the BOT -concept. Provided 
the loans are made without direct government ~rantee, it therefore does not 
appear as a public sector debt. 

It provides credibility. The willingness of experiem .. ~.d private sponsor 
comµnies to finance, build and open;·e a project over a long ~riod, might be 
seen as an indication of the project viability. Credit sources and credit terms 
may for this reason be available to BOT-projects which would not be available 
to public sector projects. 
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Incentives for economic perfonnance is another key feature of the 
BOT-approach. If properly structured tlle BOT-concept will provide some very 
strong incentives to have the project performed contractually or above its 
minimum expectations. This, of course, will benefit both the 'Project Company 
and the host country. 

The project risks are to a large extent shifted from the public sector to the 
private sector. In addition the close and more direct identification of risk-taking 
with economic reward and return, which is possible through private financing, 
will encourage especially careful risk management. 

Public secto1· projects developed in the conventional way have often been 
marred by delay in completion, serious capital cost overruns and technical 
failures. Under a BOT-concept such risks are no longer a concern of the 
government thereby allowing government budgeting to be more accurate. 

A private project company is responsible for operation and maintenance of the 
project facil:ties for the operation period. A private company is likely to 
provide professional and modern management including cost and operational 
efficiency to the project. 

The involvement of private sponsors in a BOT-project over an extensive 
operation period, may promote continuous transfer of technology and know-bow 
through the project and hence - by transfer - to the government. A BOT-project 
should also include a staff training program to have a trained local staff in all 
important positions at the end of the operation period. 

It allows the government to establish private benchmarks to measure the 
efficiency of similar public sector projects, and thereby overhaul established and 
conservative practices in managing infrastructure facilities. 

If it is the political and economic goal of a government to increase the role of 
the private sector in the development of the country, the BOT-concept is one 
way to implement a pr.vatiz.ation policy. It should be noted that some 
investors, like IFC, are only willing to support a infrastructure project in a 
developing country if the project is run by the private sector. 

IV.2. Problems and constraints. 

The BOT -concept, however, is no magic flute which spirits away all infrastructural 
crises, and debt crises in developing countries. 

Although many BOT-projects have been proposed and advertised, for example in 
Turkey and Pakistan, relatively few projects have actually been implemented. 
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The application of the concept is a complicated undertaking compared to conventional 
financing of public sector projects. 

The outcome of BOT-negotiations are less certain partly because few criteria or 
standard solutions on important issues have been developed so far. Project studies and 
proposals that are not properly prepared, have resulted in increased costs, delays and 
frustration. Extreme positions on cost of construction, equipment and financing have 
caused difficulties and protracted negotiations. The need to work out pragmatic risk 
reward and security structures, bas not always been properly managed to attract 
investors. Lack of authority or lack of legislation bas delayed negotiations so long that 
the projects have been abandoned. Legislation and regulations needed to streamline 
implementation of BOT-projects and to favour private foreign participation in public 
infrastructure projects, does not exist in most countries. 

Indeed there are many problems and bottlenecks to overcome before a BOT-project is 
under way. Those BOT-projects which have proceeded to the conclusion of project 
agreements, however, seem to have been successfully implemented and are apparently 
operating wed. Such projects include road- and bridge projects, watefSUFi>lY and 
treatment systems and power plants. 

V. Some criteria for a successful application of the BOT-concept. 

V .1. A stable and sqpportjnc political enyironmegt. 

Political stability in the host country is a pre-condition for any BOT-project. Private 
sponsors will not invest substantial amounts of money and expertise in a BOT-project 
if they cannot count on political stability over the proposed operation period. 

The private sectors' interest in financing BOT-infrastructural projects is considerably 
strengthened if the Host Government states preference for a general privatii.ation policy 
which allows certain infrasttuctural sectors to be privately owned and operated and 
adopt policies for the protection of private foreign investment. Political risks including 
currency and foreign exchange risk must be addressed as part of a privatization policy. 

Governments should also convince private sponsors and lenders of their commitments 
to conclude BOT-deals within a reasonable time. 

V .2. A sqp,portjn& lepl and aclmjpiatqtjye enyjropment. 

In the absence of legislation for private participation in public sector projects, 
numerous approvals, permits, licences etc. from government agencies and local 
authorities are essential for the development and operation of a BOT-project. In some 
cases even time-consuming legislation in the National Parliament bas been required to 
implement a BOT-project. 
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1be Host Govemmellt therefore must provide a competent administrative team with 
decision making autbcrity to assure expedite passage of necessary planning approvals, 
permits and regulations throughout the operation period. The Host Government must 
also assure that approvals, permits, licences, etc. will be granted in a fair and objective 
mar'lCf, based on laws and regulations which are ascertainable at the outset of the 
proJCCl development. 

A general legislation to adopt a suitable policy framework for private sector investment 
in public sector projects, might however streamline the development of BOT-projects 
considerably. 

v .3. Tbc fipptjal viabilib of the jafrastrgcbue project wjthjg a BOT-Slnlcblrc must 
be shown to potcDtjal apri'J jnyestoa and the leadm. 

A feasibility study must conclusively demonstrate that the project is technically feasible 
and financially and economically viable. The study must show an assured and 
reasonable certain source of revenue over the projected operation period, sufficient to 
cover the debt and operating expences and to provide a fair rate of return for equity 
investors. lbe cash flow projections must be sufficient to service any debt 
contemplated, provide for cash needs, pay operating expenses and still provide an 
adequate cushlon for contingencies. 

Assumptions used in the feasibility study, of course, must be realistic. The feasibility 
study can be conducted by a government agency, the bidder or an outside consultant. 
The study will reflect the professional ability of the Government and the degree of 
seriousness the government assigns to the project. 

V .4. A BOT-project must bue a satisfactoo CCODOmic iacentjve for the private 
sponsors. 

The private sponsors should be entitled to a return commensurate with their long term 
project risk if they succeed in meeting the BOT-projects economic and contractual 
objectives. Tne Host Government should always remember that there is no better 
incentive for the success of a BOT-project than to give the private sponsors the 
possibility of an attractive return on their investment. Potential lenders certainly want 
to make sure that the project bas a satisfactory economic incentive for the Project 
Company. 

V.S. Assurance of lomtical support - at a cost CQDSistcnt with the fipgcial 
prqjcctjQDS. 

In most BOT-projects host governments will provide the project site, energy supplies, 
supplies of raw materials and building materials, adequate communications etc. Such 
logistical support must be assured through the whole operation period, and at a cost 
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consistent with the financial projections. A BOT-project might get into serious 
financial trouble if the pr{ly.!Cl agreement fails to protect the Project Company against 
rising logistical com. 

v .6. AD efficient risk aJJnc;atiOD. Priciac of risks. 

At all saages BOT-infrastructure projects are e'q>OSed to risks, some of which can have 
serious consequeoces for the project. 

The risks are normally divided into time frames in wt:ch the risk exposure ;wume 
different cbaractcristics. The engineering and construction phase, the test period or 
swt-up phase and the final operating phase, are the traditional time frames. A wide 
ra&ge of safeguards and uodertatings by different contractors and contracts, are used 
in each time frame to handle the risks. 

It is advisable to address the risk exposure problems at an early stage of the BOT 
proceedinp. What tends to happen is that when the project risks have been identified, 
the private sector is so coocemed to reduce its exposure risks and the Host 
Government so coocemed to transfer all risks to the pri~-ate sector, that t' ~ parties are 
unaware of bow much the project in its entirety is paying for a p.articuJar risk 
allocation. 

v.7. A fair an4 objective hiddiac procedure, 

A private company cannot be expected to invest considerable time and resources to 
prepare a BOT-project if the process for rewarding proposals is not reasonably orderly 
and based oo normal competitive criteria. Lack of integrity or too much shopping 
around after the initial bids might have hurt the credibility and thus the 
BOT-perspectives of at least one country considerably. 

V.8. Selection of eqerjcpr.cd awl reljahle SJ)OD'90 aM qperators, 

It i~ conic::~ p!'-'<".e but very important that the experience, financial strength and good 
reputation 0~ th~ pfr:al~ sponsors are well established. Lenders to a BOT-project seem 
to be extremely concerned about the choice of sponsors and their ability to manage and 
support a BOT-project. The contract in a BOT-project should therefore not be 
awarded on the basis of the lowest bid unless the low bidder satisfies this criteria. 

Lenders also seem to prefer that at least one of the sponsors bas the technical expertise 
to operate the BOT-facility. If, alternatively, an indepcndcnt company is employed 
to operate the facility, the Operating Agreement must be structured to provide the 
operator with strong financial incentives to achieve the guaranteed pcrf ormance. 
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V .9. Adequate cquily CODlnbgtjoo and ISSUQDCC of commitmcat. 

Attracting an adequate amount of equity is one of the key issues of a BOT-project. 
Normally the long term debt/equity ratio varies from 90:10 to 60·40. Governments 
and lenders will require the private sponsors to have a sufficient financial interest in 
the project throughout the operation period or life of the loan (e.g. a minimum paid-up 
capital in the Project Company), so that it will be difficult for the sponsors to abandon 
or ignore the BOT-project. Sponsors of BOT-projects are often international 
coostructioo companies. Such companies are constantly seding new oppoatunities. 
Should one of their investmeots not work as well as expected, the temptation to neglect 
the project in order to cooceotrate oo a new one. could be strong. Governments and 
lenders should not give the sponsors that option. 

It is also of panicular concern to governments and leOOer's that the Shareholders 
Agreement contains satisfactory provisions on transfer of shares, obligations of 
shareholders to each other, etc. 

V .10. lndcJ)cnclent publCrS in the Project Company in CUC of conflicts of jgtc;rrp. 

As noted. international construction companies and suppliers of equipment. machinery 
etc. have a natural business interest and ability to promote BOT-infrastructure projects. 
1beir dual roles of sponsors and contractors, however. presents the Host Government 
(and the lenders) with the problem of handling the resulting conflicts of interest. 

Equity tJUticipation by the host governments or by •independent• private investors not 
otherwise engaged in the projects, an obligation for the shareholders to appoint at least 
one government nominee to the board of the Project Company or the appointment of 
an independent en?,ineering financial consultant to the board are mechanisms to reduce 
the very real concern on conflictc: of interest. 

v. I I. &kcluate insgnncc llDQ&Cmcpts. 

Adequate insurance coverage including assignment of relevant insurance policies to 
loaders must be available both during the construction phase, the start up phase and 
the operation phase of the project. An uninsured casualty loss can be a disaster for all 
concerned. 

Note that the traditional industry insurance policies including standard business 
interruption insurance is not fully appropriate for insuring a BOT-project. 
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v.12. Aptisipak4 clcfap.Jt amnrcarnts aacl satepants. 

One of the cballeoges of developing a BOT-project is to provide adequate security to 
the lenders under a project financing coocept. If the Project Company defaults the 
lenders will have no rccoursc to the sbarcbolders or the government. Few lenders will 
coosidel' security in a partly built road oo Greenland or in a slightly defect space 
rocket system as adequate. 

Various techniques designed to anticipate or prevent companies· default should 
therefore be bated into the BOT-arraogcmeot with the support of the Host 
Government. Such techniques might include off shore escrow accounts, awgnment 
of the bcndits of various contracts (e.g. turnkey contracts with performance bond, 
insur.mcc contracts, suppliers wmantees etc.) to the lenders and the right to take over 
and cxcrcisc the right of the Project Company well in advance of a default under the 
loan agreements. 

v .13 ft De ogcration period. IJ-gat tcnns. 

The operation period must be for a fixed term sufficient to pay back the project debt 
and equity investme;it with a reasonable returr The Project Agreement should contain 
satisfactory provisions on extension of the operation period, for example if the 
projected return to the sponsors have not been reached because of the Host 
Government's default on its contractual obligations. 

The Host Government might reserve a right to buy out the private sponsors before the 
end of the operation period or to adjust certain terms in the Project Agreement. This 
touches on the very tricky problems of windfall profits. 

V .14. A careful structnrin& aM clraftin& of the roptpctnal framework. 

The contractual framework governing a BOT-project is very complex. The 
development and integration of the legal documents and tailoring their terms and 
conditions to meet the obje:ctives of the Host Government, while satisfying the need 
of the sponsors and lenders, is a time-consuming and sophisticated challenge with 
many pitfalls on the road. That the Host Government must use qualified legal counsels 
on this journey goes without saying. Normally it is advisable that the basic tenns and 
conditions of the Project Agreement are outlined as early as possible in the 
BOT-process, preferably in the offering proposals from the government, subject of 
course to negotiation and clarification. 

At all stages and at all contractual levet• it is essential to avoid surprise terms in the 
contracts. 
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These are some of the issues which have to be satisfactorily resolved if a BOT-project 
shall move beyond the planning stage. 

Discussions of the BOT-concept sometimes tend to focus oo large and complex 
infrastructure projects. 'Ibis might lead one to the conclusion that the BOT -cooccpt 
and the criteria discussed in this paper. have little relevance for small, ordinary 
infrastructure projects. 'Ibis, however. is not the case. The BOT-concept can be used 
to finance and operate a major cbanncl blDDel project as well as a minor road project. 
lDdeed a government should be cautious about scleaing a very large scheme as its first 
BOT-project. 

VI. Some concludjoe mmam. 

The BOT-concept is a relatively new formula for financing infrastructure projects in 
developing countries. Being a new coocept its advantages and 1imi1atiom - and criteria 
for a successful development - bas not always been well understood or adopted. 

A few unsuccessful and very expensive attempts to negotiate BOT -dc2l.s in some 
western pans of Asia, however, hardly deserve to be canooi7.Cd as typical of the 
BOT-approach. As t.arlier noted, BOT-projects have been succcssfully implemen~cd 
and are operating well in other parts of Asia as it bas been the case in Europe and in 
the United States. 

For countries with a reasonable credit worthiness and who are willing to apply 
financial, administrative and legal criteria as outlined above. the BOT-concept appears 
to be a workable option to conventional financing and operation of infrastructure 
projects. 

The implementation of a BOT-project, certainly is more complicated and 
tim~-consuming than the more traditional approach. Mainly because all project 
financings tend to be complex. 

In some cases the cost of borrowing funds may also be somewhat higher than financing 
of infrastructure projects with sovereign borrowings. 

However, the advantages of the BOT-concept might justify the problems in structuring, 
financing and operating these projects. 

A government considering a BOT -infrastructure project should also learn from 
financing methods with BOT-cbancteristics used in other industries. Some industries. 
such as the petroleum industry, have successfully been using various project financing 
methods with BOT -characteristics for many years. Despite imporu nt differences it 
appears that some techniques us:d in the petroleum industry, like for instance 
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technology transfer, have not yet been fully exploited in BOT-infrastructure projects 
in the developing countries. The private sponsor's commitment of substantial equity 
and opcratiooal maoagcmcot to the host country over a long period provides in some 
fields an excellent platform for technology cooperatioo between the sponsors and the 
Host Govemment. A sub~ which we will discuss in detail later oo. 

All new creations have ttt:tbing troubles. As the structures. issues and J>O(elltia•~ of 
BOT-projects are better understood. i.e. systematically identified and analysed. and 
guidelines for solution of commoo issues are developed. the BOT-concepl should 
become somewhat easier to implement ~.od a useful alteroative tool for financing 
needed infrastructure projects in the developing world. 
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BOT PROJECT FINANCING 

Structuring the Financial Package. 

Allocation of Project Risks. 

I. Introduction 

It is UNIDO's constant policy to follow up closely and to promote the development 
of practices transferring new technologies. 

According tc this policy, incrrased attention is paid to study the various experience 
gathered up to now on relatively recent new contract formula known as 
Build-Operate-Transfer or BOT. 

It seems that BOT type of contracts are increasingly used especially in large scale 
projects involving high investments. Most of such contracts appear to be useful to 
governments in the public sector, namely public infrastructure in power projects, 
industrial estates, communication systems, highways, pons, airports, various utilities 
CIC. 

In pursuing its line to assist die developing countries to benefit from BOT experience, 
UNIDO and APCTT are jointly organizing the present International Seminar ~n BOT 
Pr<'ject Financing/Implementation. 

Since there are no practical guidelines so far on how such contract should be 
negotiated so as to reflect the interests of all parties concemed, this Seminar represents 
a first attempt supponed by UNIDO to try formulating proper recommendations and 
guidelines on BOT arrangements. 

According to such a scheme, project financing is generally provided by the contractor 
· domestic or foreign - who will not only build but also own and operate the project 
over a certain period of time agreed upon lal1d finally transfer it at the end of the 
contract. Thus, the contractor undertakes construction including financing of a given 
project or infrastructure facility, operating it over a fixed term enabling him to recover 
the cost of operation and maintenance, bis investment plus a reasonable rate of return 
through charging tolls, fees, rentals etc. before transferring it when concession tcnn 
is over. 

Consequently, this type of arrangement will not require direct funds from the public 
budget nor a formal guarantee of repayment. In this w1y, the Government of a 
developing country will experience a reduced pressure of public borrowing while 
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allowing the transfer not only of the industrial risks to private sector but also of new 
technologies using innovative forms of business transactions. 

BOT Fiume - A New Privatiption Mociel 

1be BOT scheme is a new technique to allow developing countries to execute 
increasingly needed infrastructure projects by providing considerable non-recourse 
financing, that is, avoiding resort to budgetary sources or sovereign borrowings. 

As these countries have a decreasing borrowing capacity and declining budgetary 
resources owing ~ their growing foreign debt service, an increasing number of 
governments and multilateral lending agencies have become interested to offset such 
financial difficulties through stimulating the development of the private sector and 
privatizing public sector companies. 

As a result, the BOT financing formula was conceived as a new approach to finance, 
build anci operate large scale infrastructure projects in developing countries otherwise 
requiring substantial investments. 

As a matter of fact, this way of financing was not all that new since similar 
•concession• arrangements were frequently used in the past for developing 
infrastructure in many couutries. 

Thus, in the last decades, this new formula of non-recourse financing for private large 
scale infrastructure projects was used predominantly in the field of oil and natural gas 
exploration, extraction and piocessing. 

Recent changes in economic policies and particularly increased reaction against Im·• 
state capital efficiency coupled with cutbacks in public expenditure made private sector 
come up with pragmatic initiatives of using a rather unique financing approach as a 
new variation on the privatiz.ation theme : balancing between public and private 
interest while accepting risk in privatising infrastructure projects. 

Thus, the BOT scheme was gathering steam and, in spite of certain reserves and 
hesitation on behalf of industrialized countries to participate in such financial 
amngements, became one of the new financing solution for cash and credit shon 
developing countries, enabling them to implement large infrastructure projects. 

As a genuine way of investment offset, the BOT formula requires the successful bidder 
to design, finance, build, own, manage and operate the project for a specified period 
to recover its investment and then tum over ownership to a public authority. 
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This formula calls for a foreign contractor to provide long term fiuancing - usually 
between 10 to 15 years - and take a majority share in tbe joint-venture established wii.h 
a public authority to maintain and operate the project. 

The contractor - acting also as an investor - is allowed to repatriate bis earnings from 
bis equity investment at a guaranteed rate of exchange covering the cost of bis 
engineering and construction services as well as the equipment supplied to the project. 
The BOT approach bas been proposed and used on electric power plants, highways. 
telecommunication and public transportation projects, industry parks, ports, airports 
and housing in various countries. 

Infrastructure Projects on a BOT Basis 

Correctly, such an approach was initiated in Turkey. known as the ·0i.a1 formula• 
(promoted by the former Turtish Prime Minister Turget 07.al) to finance several 
projects : the Aklruyu nuclear power pWit (estimated at USS 1,4 billion), the thermal 
power station and coal-handling terminal at the Mediterranean port city of Yumartalik 
(est. USS 1,4 billion, contract with an Australian-led consortium), the coal-fired power 
plant at Tekirdag in Thrace on the Sea of Marmara (USS 1 billion contract with a 
Bechtel-led consortium), a 1,200 megawatt coal-fired power plant at Hamitabat, west 
of 13tanbul (USS 1,5 billion contract with a consortium led by Brown Boveri & Cie.). 

The BOT fu~..icing has been also considered by Turkey tA> cover several other 
infrastructure projects such as : hydro-electric works, highways, ports, housing 
airports, a tunnel and a free-trade zone. 

However, the extensive negotiations in this country have resulted up to now only in 
the implementation of a very few projects, among which not a single one is apparently 
finished yet. Some of them have been abandoned as the Gazi power plant project. 

Inspired by Turkish exercise, other countries ha·~e decided to use the same formula for 
major transportation projects, among them Indonesia (with a total of 1025 kilometers 
of new toll roads and several flyovers and interchanges), Malays~ (North-South 
Expressway, Labuan Water Supply), Thailand (Bangkok Second Stage Expressway) 
and Greece (the expansion of the Athens "metro" commuter rapid transit system and 
the construction of three trade zones). There also have been reports that Egypt, 
Pakistan and Philippines have proposed and initiated BOT financing mainly for their 
power plants. 

A power plant project completed on a BOT basis is the 2 x 350 megawatt coal fired 
station located at Shajiao, Guadong Province, in People's Republic of China (USS 520 
million contract with a consortium led by Hopewell-Hong Kong Group and 
Bechtel.US, SAE/Italy and Brown-Boveri/Switterland as contractors). In India bids 
have been invited in 1988 to build projects using BOT formula. 
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II. BOT Financing Strategies 

The BOT projects experience to date shows that the development of this type of 
financing is not an easy way but, on the contrary. a very complex, costly and risky 
exercise not only for host Government but also for private projects promoters and 
sponsors. Consequently. even under the best conditions the extent to which the 
benefits of the private sector initiative are realised depends directly on the degree of 
involvement of the cowmercial partners and public sector. 

For a private sponsor, t!le ·sine-qua-non• starting condition have to ensure that the 
interested Government is firmly committed to such an enterprise by allowing the 
private sector to assume the responsibility in implementing a BOT project while relying 
upon the public sector only as a last resort. At the same time, the respective 
Government should stimulate the private sector through favorable incentive policy 
measures, observance of risk-reward principles and a realistic approach of this 
joint-venture by admitting even the possibility of failing to successfully finish the 
project. 

Since a BOT contract is a very complex type of exercise, clear policies and guidelines 
should be strictly adopted and observed. 

Specific legal provisions have to be issued granting full authority to Government 
infrastructure agencies to enter into r.ontractual arrangements with private contractors. 
Such contracts could cover - at least theoretically, the construction. operation and 
maintenance of power and electrification. irrigation systems, water supply and 
sewerage systems, land reclamation, highways, bridges, railways, ports, airports, 
terminals, telecommunications faciliti~, industrial estates, export processing zones, 
Govemment buildings, public markets and other financially viable infrastructure 
projects. 

UNIDO TIES system shows that while in very few cases legislation is being processed 
and only limited experience of BOT model contracts has been gained, an enormous 
amount of information and guidance is still required by many countries. The BOT 
concept is almost unknown in spite of the increasing interest expressed in its 
functioning. 

Among a few countries initiating moves for introducing basic policies and precise 
guidelines on BOT contracts is the Philippines, introducing two bills providing proper 
legal framework for private sector to participate in the country's development process. 

Several other countries have also shown an increased interest in the BOT formula 
reflected in the regulation issued to govern such financing of large scale infrastructure 
projects as mentioned above (Turkey, Indonesia, Greece, Egypt, Pakistan, P.R. of 
Lnina, India, Malaysia and Thailand). 
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Sources and Forms of Fjnancine tbc Proj,ect 

't'be BOT financing model places the responsibility of obtaining credits on the 
successful foreign bidder, who enter into a joint-venture arrangement with a local 
partner to operate the facility built by the project. 

A majority shat· is held by the main contractor in the joint company operating the 
facility for 10 to 15 years. The income from the sale of the facility's output and/or 
services is used to repay the loan prior to transferring the facility to the public 
ownership at the end of the contract. 1be returns of the foreign contractor are 
provi<led from the operating profits of the joint-venture project company (JVC). The 
Private sector .;ponsors participating in this company include usually major engineering 
and construction firms and an e.quipment supplier. 1be project company may also 
include passive e.quity investors and even a minority equity participation of the host 
Government. 

The tecbno--economic-commercial feasibility study for the development of the 
infrastructure project bas to establish the real need for such a project, its economic 
competitiveness and its ability to meet environmental requirements. 

However, the main objective of the study is to assess the feasibility of obtaining the 
necessary amount of financing on the security of the facility output and/or services 
sal1'!5 contract with the local partner, without credit repayment guarantee from the host 
Gov.'!mment. 

The JVC will raise the most of the financing necessary for the project from 
commercial lenders, usually supported by export credit guarantee agencies, and from 
bilateral and international financial institutions. 

Since the BOT formula is not a "recourse" financing, the lenders will no! have a 
financial recourse for payment of their loans against either the project sponsors 
(shareholders of the JVC) or the host Government. Therefore, any recourse would be 
limited to the JVC and its assets, including real estate, plant and e.quipment as well as 
the project company contractual rights, performance bonds, and insurance and 
guarantees. 

Consequently, the sources of financing the project could be: foreign e.quity, supplier 
credit by using export credit facilities and loans from specialized financial institutions. 
Nevertheless, the export credit agencies are usually not willing to finan~ BOT projects 
directly. It is, therefore, crucial to convince them to accept project risks to the extent 
generally recognized in such risk-sharing undertakings. 

Major international financial institutions and banks may provide the BOT project with 
the necessary funds and equity. At the same time, it is advisable to identify 
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commercial banks willing to co-finance the project but this represents, in fact, a very 
limited source. 
The banks could intervene in a BOT project in two ways : 

as an investor along with the project sponsors, contractor and operating 
company if the political risk is covered by the export credit agencies or the 
international speciali7.ed financial institutions (IFC, MIGA of the World Baolc, 
OPIC); or 

as a leruler to make operational traditional ~.q>Ort credits, co-financing of the 
international specialized financial institutions (World Baolc, European Baolc for 
Investments, Asian Development Baolc and others), and local credits. 

In case of developing countries having usually a foreign debt burden the sources 
of financing available for a BOT project are severely limited. Such sources 
could be: external equity, supplier credit secured to a maximum volume by way 
of export credit facilities. 

The feasibility study bas to focus on the development of the contractual structure and 
commercial and financial implementation plan, evolving into a commercial proposal 
to proceed with negotiating contracts for the project under the BOT formula. 

Such a conttactual structure - used lately to finance infrastructure projects - could be 
also considered as a variation of the well-known buy-back arrangements. 

Since infrastructure projects do not generate usually physical returns which could cover 
the equipment and services provided by the foreign contractor, it is imperative to 
identify other alternative source of payment. 

The host Government pays the foreign contractor with a share of the proceeds earned 
by the facility built by the contractor. 

During the operation pericxt, the NC uses a part of its income to repay the credit 
provided by the foreign contractor which financed the constrcution of the projC(.."t. 
Once the credit is repaid, the NC is dissolved and the ownership of the facility is 
transferred to the host Government to continue its operation. 

III. Main Features of BOT Project Fiuancing 

In spite of the wide variation of BOT contracts used in a diversity of conditions in 
developing countries, there are yet main features common, in general, to all such 
contracts. 
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Table A (annexed)' contains a schematic diagram of a regular BOT financed project. 
It shows schematically the role of various partic!pants in the BOT project financing 
corresponding to their mutual relations joining them in the undertaking of the project 
according to three major functions/criteria: 

- commercial and financing contracts; 
- flux of payments; and 
- system of guarantees to be applied. 

The basic actors involved in a typical BOT infrastructure project are: the host 
Government, sponsors, the Project Company, local partners, construction Consortium. 

The host Government - the key partner fully and permanently committed to such a 
difficult, complex, costly and risky enterprise, final client and purchaser of the project, 
authorizing its implementation. 

An appropriate legal environment bas to be ensured by issuing both the necessary 
legislative provisions and the specific decisions of the Government prior to any 
negotiation and action relating to the future BOT project. 

After that legal step is made, the Government and one of its public agencies "'7ill get 
into a concession and implementation contract with the project company stipulating 
concretly all rights and obligations of all partners in the exercise. 

The host Government could provide a certain portion of the project financing - under 
the form of debt, equity or stand-by payments. 

On the Government participants in the BOT project financing 
- as provision of loans and/or equity contributions - there are still opposite views. One 
considers inappropriate host Government's direct participation to cover the project 
costs by direct loans or equity investment, admitting that the BOT formula should 
assure private financing only. The other opinion accepts as a positive step the 
presence of the host Government as a loan or equity participant to the project 
company. 

Such a participation could be under the form of support loan for S to 10 years, 
subordinated loan in amount of a certain percentage of total estimated project cost or 
equity, usually up to 30 per cent of total project financing. 

The host Government may also make earning assets contribution to cover capital costs, 
debt service and operating expenses. 

1 Acoording to Antoine Khyr and Magdalaine Joel, Financing and Conceuioned 
Projecu (BOT Model). 
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Actually. the host Government participation in the project financing will reinforce the 
credibility and negotiating position of the Governmental agency involved in the project 
and will attract e.quity investors by assuring their reasonable returns and by apply 
successfully a risk-reward system shared with the Government. 

Project Spmsna and Jomt-Yc;ntme Project CoPllMDY 

The project sponsors are also essential actors - next to the host Government -
contributing in a viable way to the successful implementation of the project. The 
sponsor or group of sponsors have to be experienced and financially strong partners 
in the project company. 

They, generally, set up a Consortium including major international construction and 
engineering contractors, heavy equipment suppliers and an operating company. 

The Project Compauy - a Joint Venture entity/KVC - is formed in the early phase of 
the project enabling it to negotiate with various partners involved in the 
implementation of the project, namely: the host Government. lenders, insurers, other 
e.quity investors, sponsors acting as construction contractors, suppliers and/or operators 
and others. The NC is owned by the Government (25 to 30 per cent) and by various 
sponsors (70 to 75 per cent). 

Local partners participating in the Joint Venture Company - NC - of the project 
should consist of strong, well connected and respected private companies from the host 
country such as strong financial group, civil work, industrial or commercial firms, in 
order to facilitate dealing with the host Government, solve local issues and provide 
logistical suppon. 

Construction Consortium will include the construction contractoI and equipment 
suppliers, all reliable, experienced and financially strong firms. They could come 
from different countries thus attracting more financing and spreading the project risks. 

The most imponant feature of a BOT project is its financial yjabili\Y - a decisive factor 
attracting lenders and e.quity investors. 

This viability is based only on a sure and precise revenue source able to cover the 
service of principal and interest payments on the project debt over the terms of the 
loans and to provide a return of and on e.quity comraensurate with whatever 
development and long-term project risk the e.quity investors are being re.quired to 
accept. 
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IV. Estimating Costs of Equity and Debt Ratios 

A basic issue for the host Government in any project is always the cost issue. In the 
ca:..e of a BOT financing the matter is whether the tDI cost of such a project is higher 
than that of a usually directly financed •tum-key• project using sovereign 
creditslborrowings. 

The next step would be, logically, if such higher costs are worthy to execute projects 
which could not be otherwise financed due to fiscal or budgetary restraints. A right 
answer would involve certain remarks on estimating costs of equity and debt. 

Cost of f.qaity 

The equity part of the BOT financing is more expensive than long-term sovereign 
debt. 

Since the equity investors will usually take substantial project risk they ;viii try to 
compensate for that risk by insisting to obrain a higher return than that sought by 
senior lenders. 

However, for this higher cost the host Government does get the insurance benefit 
which the equity cushion provides to cover cost overruns during the construction and 
operating stages as well as the technical benefit of the investors' long-term 
commitment to the BOT financed project. 

Normally, most of the BOT projects wilJ provide to equity investors upside rewards 
and downside penalties in function of the real performance of the project, namely if 
the project meets, exceeds or falls short of its initial projections and expectations. 

Consequently, according to information gathered on several BOT financed projects in 
several countries - Malaysia (Water Supply), Pakistan (Power Project), and Turkey 
(Power Plant) - the projected equity returns range from 16 to 20 per cent, depending 
on the attractiveness of the negotiated risk/reward system.2

) 

Cost of Seajor Debt 

Generally, a higher creditworthiness of a sovereign borrower would imply a lower 
interest rate. Due to that, on a senior debt side, a BOT financed project would 
involve a cost of borrowing higher than a host Government's cost of sovereign 
borrowing. 

2 see WORLD BANK WORKING PAPER, Mark Augenblick and B. Scott Custer. Jr., page 37 
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Yet. if the commercial lenders can get the suppon of the Government export credit 
guarantee institutions. the cost of senior non-recourse borrowings in a BOT financed 
project may be close to the cost of sovereign loans. Furthermore, owing to the equity 
pan, a BOT project could have less senior debt component than sovereign borrowings 
in a regular •tum-key• project financed by the Government. 

In deciding which approach is more convenient to the host Government. overall cost 
comparison and analysis between a BOT project and a directly financed project should 
be made rather than simply comparing returns on equity and debt of such projects. 

According to the experience gained up to the present. the BOT financing approach 
would involve cost efficiencies compared to traditional direct financing because of 
long-term equity commitment required of BOT project sponsors and of their control 
over the project design, construction and operation. 

F.qgity and Debt Ratio 

In most cases of BOT projects proposed, initiated or agreed up to the present consist 
of equity provided by the sponsors combined with debt covered by commercial banks, 
international financial speciali7.ed agencies and bilateral Government lenders. 

The equity proportion varies usually between 10 to 30 per cent. There could be cases 
of projects with no significant equity but offset by various levels of senior and 
subordinated debt. 

While various senior lenders, above all the commercial banks, do not care too much 
about the way of supporting their senior debt - be equity or subordinated debt - the 
host Government will usually require the sponsors firm financial commitment on a 
long-term basis over the whole operat!ng stage of the project. 

This commitment may be assured in various ways such as : invested equity, equity 
deferred fees. subordinated debt and others. 

Yet, multilateral lending institutions normally ask that traditional equity investment 
be assured to a substantial extent from the very beginning of the project. 

The BOT financing admits different kind of risks depending on the stage of the 
project. 

Since, there are two major stages in the implementation of the project, the 
construction stage followed by the operating stage, the high risk is attributed to the 
first stage while the low risk to the second one, called also "utility stage". 
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Consequently, in function of the project stage involved, both lenders and equity 
investors would ask for corresponding rewards and approp1 iate guarantees for their 
investment. 

Another important feature of a BOT project is the ratio between local and forejp 
currency in both the equity and debt costs. 'Ibis ratio is directly influenced by the 
type and nature of the project as well as by the country bosling it. 

The proportion between local and foreign currency could also depend on the ability 
of the local banks and securities martets to attract local capi1al and on the availability 
of •bloctecr local currency in foreign commercial debt which could be recycled in 
swap transactions. 

v. The Credit Structure of BOT-Projects 

When a Government decides whether to embark upon a BOT-financed project, three 
basis issues are the most important to be considered accordingly : the credit structure 
of the project, the risk-reward principles and the management of the project 
development process. A BOT Project Structure is provided ill Table D (annexed). 

The main issue to be resolved by the credit structure of a BOT-project is the security 
arrangements offered for the servicing of the lenders· loans. These arrangements add 
above 10 per cent extra costs as compared to a directly financed project. 

In general, in case of a very large infrastructure project, the lenders are expected to 
provide 80-85 percent of the total financing meaning an unusually considerable 
individual exposure of such project. 

This situation underlines the fact that a lender can afford a different gradual risk 
depending on the si7.C of the loan. · 

Normally. the credit structure for a project financing is mainly determined by who the 
lenders are. In case of a typically large BOT-project to raise its necessary financing 
in a developing country would require the participation of the official cgport credit 
aeencies either as direct lenders or as '1AQDlOCS of commercial banks loans since no 
other source could offer the neces.sary credit capacity. 

Consequently, the project qr.dit structure dctenuioanrs are composed of the host 
country creditworthiness, the project cost scale and the project lenders. 

Hence, the BOT formula includes consideration of the host country's overall 
creditworthiness as a major factor in the decision of equity investors and private 
lenders to finance a project. 
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An increased SUiJPOfl and guarantees on behalf of the host Government would make 
the BOT project more viable wh'cb would attract more lenders looting to the credit 
of the country as well as to the project for eventual repayment. 

Therefore, developing countries having stronger credit rating seem to have a better 
chance of implementing BOT projects. 

De Princjpk;s and Objcctjyes of Ille Credit 

Stnac1me of BOT-Projects 

In relation to the BOT project objectives and advantages its credit structure attracts 
new capital to the host COUD!ry both in the form of private equity and in the loan 
financing - particularly from the commercial banks and international financial 
speciali7.ed institutions (IFC, MIGA, OPIC) which, without the private sponsors' 
involvement, would not participate in new loans to the host country. 

Therefore, a private firm instead of the Government is the a(.1Ual borrower. 

The NC - that is the Joint-Venture Project Company - is motivated to earn sufficient 
revenues to meet its debt service obligations on time and to avoid reliance on the 
Government for loan servicing support. 

As a matter of fact the shareholders• cash generation is collected in the escrow 
~!s for most of the BOT term for use as the first line of recourse for NC 
performance default. Any subordinated loan should be rapaid ahead of the dividends. 

The recovery by the investors of their share capital principal is included in the tariff 
structure of the project output or services at the guaranteed performance level, and 
extends beyond the end of the scheduled loan-terms. · 

Summarizing, the credit structure developed for a BOT financed project manages to 
link closely the lenders' security requirement to the host Government's interest to 
stimulate the project sponsors by incentives to succeed in reaching the project 
economic and contractual objectives while still allowing the investors the opponunity 
to earn reasonable returns. 

Govcmmeat SqPJIOU and Commitments 

As the necessary assistance on behalf of the host Government is crucial for the success 
of the project, among basic suppon actions required are : 

bureaucratic suppon and favourable political climate providing specific 
legislative measures, delegation of authority to its executing agency and highly 
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competent personnel to negotiate. support and supervise the implementation of 
the project; 

experienced consultant services OD legal, financial and technical aspects 
implied by the negotiation. financing, building, operation and transferring of 
the project facilities; 

logistical support under the form of assuring the land, ~ facilities, energy, 
raw materials and utilities necessary for the implementation of the project; and 

regulatory, fiscal and other support ntteSSary to autbori7.e and assist the 
private ownecsbip and operation of the iDfrasttucture project by appropriate 
regulations issued early in the process. 

A genml legal and regulatory framework favourable to foreign investment will attract 
and stimulate foreign equity investment and non-recourse debt financing. In this 
respect, it is ~ to provide a special tax regime waiving the loca! :.:.come tax on 
project company during the concessioocd period and to withhold tax on interests and 
dividends paid to foreign investors. 

Among major commitments the host Government bas to make for paranteeiQ& apiost 
the Jrznders • n•s is the protection aeainst any whs!Qlial projr&t risk preyeotine the 
seryicio& of tbe senior lendea debt in c;ase of project failure . 

This protection is done by provision of subordinated loans from the host Government 
on a stand-by basis to cover the debt service when the project company's cash flow 
is not sufficient. 

The Government support is also needed to cover •force majeure• risks through 
stand-by facility in case of shortfalls and to assure other kind of appropriate ·remedies 
allowing lenders and equity investors to recover their investment in case of 
non-insurable •exceptional events•. 

In general, the equity investors are not accepting such risks unless su~uently high 
returns are assured, usually around 16 to 18 percent. 

VI. Structuring the Security Arrangements 

The commercial bank lenders are likely to require that parties to the BOT structure 
or other form of ownership be acceptable to them before embarking upon project 
implementation. A joint-venture ownership between foreign party and host country 
private sector party is contemplated to run the project development. 
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A firm contract on a •take-or-pay• basis must be concluded by the privately owned 
project facility to supply a minimum quantity of its output or services to national 
utility, while this agreed purchase should be oo a previously determined price basis. 

The necessary fuel supply should be assured on an agreed price basis, ideally fixed 
through a •supply-or-pay• contract entP.red with natiooal utility. Imported fuel could 
also ~ coosidered from reliable sources if this results in cheaper output or services. 

Both ~ve contracts, •take-or-pay• contract regarding output or services delivered 
by the project facility and •supply-or-pay• contract regarding fuel to be provided, 
would be ooly effective if project facility is capable of delivery. They should be 
backed by a strong guarantee or type of performance bond throughout the life of 
loans. 

The ideal guarantor for both perfonnaoce of off-take and fuel supply would be, 
normally, the host Govemmeot and such a guarantee should be uncooditiooal. 

The contract coocluded between the BOT project and private sector parties should 
precisely specify the date of switching the project ownership to national utility, 
namely of transfer conditional or of any financial consideration involved. 

Continuous operation must be assured for the purchase and distribution of the project 
output or services through a clear linkage. 

All host Governmental consents should be in place prior to commencement of 
construction ownership - all Government departments, Central Bank, Monetary Board 
etc. 

These governmental consents must be complete in terms of private sector involvement 
and particuhrly precise in terms of currencies of denomination of the Output or 
services payment and/or convertibility terms, if appropriate. Generally, in a 
developing countries with foreign debt f'l'oblems such a condition is a critical factor 
in any financing requirement for a project. 

Typical BOT lender sccurib' structure is characterized by the following main features 
(see Table E annexed) : 

the NC is the borrower; 

the NC arranges all the financing needed to reach full commercial 
operation. This usually includes provision for funding an escrew 
account -~ed the lnstaJmcpt &Grow Account - from the date of first 
loan drawdown until the last repayment. 
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1be escrow balance would increase while the drawdown of the loans during 
construction stage, and later on decrease as the loans are paid off. 

When the project facility eo~ the operating stage, the Governmental utility pays the 
JVC for all available project output or services purcbased in the currencies of the 
company's costs for the period. This cost-recovea tariff sttucture is used over the 
BOT operating terms. usually IO to 15 years. 

A major issue in a BOT project is bow to protect non-recourse or limited recourse 
lenders. 

No matter how different the infrastrucwre , :ojects are, similar schemes of security 
arrangements are usually used in BOT financing structure to protect senior lenders. 

Generally, these schemes are conceived not only to ensure the financial viability of 
the project throughout its stages but also to protect the in~1 of the host 
Government. 

According to such schemes the BOT project revenues are normally collected in escrow 
accounts maintained by an escrow agent independent of the NC for payments made 
corresponding to priorities stipulated by the respective arrangement. 

Normally, the senior lenders request from the outset of the project that a special debt 
reserve escrow account be established, built up and maintained sufficient to cover 
senior debt service for six months or more before any distribution could be made to 
equity investors. 

As regards the benefits of the various contracts concluded by the NC, namely 
turn-key construction contract, performance bonds, suppliers' guarantees, insurance 
proceeds and so on, they are generally assigned to a uustee for the benefit of the 
lenders. 

In case of technical or financial default, the lenders could claim the right to take over 
the whole project well in advance of its "bankruptcy" and to ask - depending on the 
origin and nature of the default - new contractors, suppliers and operators to continue 
the execution of the project until its completion. This could be legally done by 
making the owners of the NC's equity pledge all of their stock as security for the 
loans. Consequently, the lenders could become owners of the NC for foreclosing on 
the respective stock. 

Ultimately, as mentioned before in this working paper in a previous chapter, bilateral 
expon credit agencies and commercial lenders may request Government commitment 
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to take appropriate action to provide the necessary support Wider the form of a 
stand-by subordinated loan functionalwise almost equivalent to sovereign guarantee 
of project risk. 

The debt service component for a certain period of time equals the NC's interest and 
principal payments due during that same period, assuming that the project construction 
stage is completed on the approved budget. 

The alignment of the project output or services tariff with the actual debt service 
structure constitutes the first source of lenders' securi1y and - subject to aprropriate 
performance of the NC and its contractors and timely payments of the Governmental 
utility - the revenues from this sale would be enough to meet the project debt service 
on schedule with no-recourse outside the NC. 

The second source of lenders' security is also comprised within the proP,.1 cash flow 
deriving from equity servicing component of the project output or services payments; 
it is captured by the escrow agent for the lenders as back-up loan security and it is 
placed in a second and third escrow account. 

The sbarebolders' cash &CJlC@lion from the project is totally allotted as security 
agzinst the project's successful and timely repayment term. 

The third source of lenders' security is the Government's commiunent to po! at the 
disposal of the NC - as a subordinated loan - any necessary additional funding to 
maintain the committed level of the Installment Escrow Account balance. The 
subordinated loan is repayable at interest by the NC from its future cash generation, 
ahead of escrow account additions and dividends, being used as a last-reson to !'>ridge 
financially against the expectation of future improved operating performance of the 
project facility. 

The Government's funding obligation remains in place until the final loan repayment 
for revenue shortfalls due to "force majeure", Government default in fulfilling its 
contractual obligations to the NC, and also in case of any disputes. 

Normally, the host Government Ireasucy has its "full faith and credit" of the country 
at stake when '1J30l0teeine the payment obliptions of its national utility and its 
subordinated lender institution. 

In case the Government takes over the privately owned shares before the end of the 
BOT project term, the project loans become direct rqmyment obliptirn1 of the hast 
country. 

The risk exgosure of the credit structure - the lender's risk - appears in case of project 
failure, but only after the project bas matured, and more in form than in substance. 
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Consequently. by the time the subordinated loan back-up obligation falls away. the 
project has been already successfully built and operated for some time, so that is 
unlikely to create any major long-term problem. Furthermore, the escrow account 
security requirement should be paid for through higher capital servicing costs in the 
project ooq;ut or services tariff system. 

The Security Arran&ements of a BOT financed project is the crux of the contractual 
structure of such a project. 

These arrangements provide mainly the host Government financial commitments to 
back up the project implementation through a system of preventive and guaranteeing 
measures protecting foreign investors from risk of possible loss. 

A basic obligation in this respect is the provisions of a subordjnated Joan by the host 
Gover:unent to the Joint Venture Company - NC of the project in the event of 
shortfalls in the debt service escrow account for the construction and operating stages 
of the prcject. A reserve fund is also created to a level equal to one year's forward 
debt service. 

The subordin:-!ed loan obligations on behalf of the host Government will cover also 
any shortfalls in the debt service escrow account owing to •force majeure", 
Government default and causes in dispute. 

The structure of the security arrangements esublishes the way in which the repayment 
of subordinated loans are made alongwith any interest and costs associated with 
utiliz.ation thereof. 

Accord?ng to these arrangements repayment shall be borne usualJ:y i11 the energy tariff 
if such financing is required by reason of •force majeure" or Government default. 
For any other reason, the repayment shall be borne through dividends of investors. 

Another basic feature of the security arrangements is determined by main Project 
A&reements in which the host Government shall take part, namely (see Table D 
attached): 

Implementation Agreement; 
Output or Services Sales Agreement; and 
Escrow and Subordinated Loan Agreement. 

3 see WORLD BANK W ·:--•· 'G PAPER. Mark Auaenblick and B. Scott Custer, Jr. 
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Three Escrow Accounts shall be opened under the Government supervision: 

(a) Public Company (National Utility) Reserve Account, funded from 
capital charge component of the tariff before commercial operation date 
and capital charge component of the tariff corresponding to the output 
or services purchased by the National Utility above the guaranteed 
annual generation level after the commercial operation date; 

(b) Dividend Escrow Account collecting the investors dividends liquidated 
according to shareholders and senior lenders; 

(c) Debt Service Reserve Account, funded equally from accounts (a) and 
(b) up to the necessary amount; and 

(d) Installment or Debt Service Escrow Account. 

The Principles and Objectives of a BOT model - Summcy4 

The basic principles of a BOT model common to all such projects should generally 
include (see Table D attached): 

the involvement and commitmepts of the host Govenune1,. 
'n fact the essential partner of the project; the final client and purchaser 
of the project facility; 

the set up of a Joint Yenmre PIQject Company/NC 
which should design, engineer, finance, build, own, operate and 
maintain the project. 

Project Financing is the JVC obligation but should be arranged by the project 
sponsors. 

The constructio'l cost overruns • except for Government default and events of "force 
majeure" - will be borne by NC. 

The NC is also obliged to complete the project on schedule and within the turn-key 
fixed price contract, implying joint liability of the contractors in case of failure to 
meet these targets. In such cases, fer covering debt service obligations JVC will use 
the secondacy funds mentioned below: 

liquidated damaees available from the contractor's and/or suppliers; 

' see WORLD BANK WORKING PAPER, Mark Augenblick and 8. Scott Custer, Jr. 
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available jnsurance proceeds; 

stan<l-b.y fimncin& to cover at least one year debt service; 

reserve fund during operation stage to c1Jver at least one year debt 
service, and 

sul>ordjnato-:_hml of the host Government to cover one year debt 
service; 

a debt/equity ratio normally not higher than 80/20: 

a host Government financial contribution to the project in c:a__.se such a 
participation is possible and accepted - under the form of loan or equity 
partner; 

the host Government will purchase - through its national utility - the project 
facility output or services on the basis of a tariff calculated on an early agreed 
amount. 

The tariff shall comprise a capital charge, operating charge and dividends and sball 
be paid in the same project cost-currency: 

NC's lenders sball provide the senior debt on the capital charge basis; 

operating charge sball cover the costs of operation and administration 
including insurance and maintenance reserve; 

dividends sball includ~ return on equity sufficient to allow an internal 
rate of return of the NC's equity to stimulate investors; 

the equity shall not be repatria~ before all senior debt has been repaid; 

the transfer of the project facility may be made only when all senior debt has 
been repaid and all equity capital bas been repatriated. 

VII. Key Agreements 

The BOT project financing, construction, operating and transfer are governed by a set 
of basic agreements forming the contractual structure of the project stipulating terms, 
rights and obligations of various actors participating or involved in the implementation 
of a BOT infrastructure project (see Table D annexed). 
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In as far as the project financing is concerned, the network of credit agrc::ements is of 
crucial importance to the project. 

Hence, the relevant agreements determining the credit structure of the project -
otherwise the essential element for the commercial feature of the project 
implementation - provide the mainconditions and guarantees for the construction and 
operation of the project facility ar.d the contractual provisions negotiated by the host 
Government authorities and other participating parties, as follows: 

a Concession and Implementation Amement concluded between the 
Government of the host country or one of its Public Agencies, the Consortium 
and the Project Company - NC establishing the main principles and 
undertakings between the parties; 

one of the key agreements is the Loan Amement stipulating the conditions of 
using the lenders' loans for the project financing; 

in case of the financial participation of the host Government to the project 
financing, the Loan. fADrity and/or Stand by Apeements providing terms and 
conditions of such commitments from the Government vis-a-vis the project 
and NC; 

Equity Amements with the project sponsors establishing provisions for such 
investment to the NC by its shareholders or by passive equity investors; 

an Escrow Ap-eement between the Public Agency, the NC, the Lenders and 
the F.scrow Agent (an International Bank) stipulating conditions of funding the 
Installment Escrow Account in local and foreign currency and obligations of 
all these parties in their mutual relations. 

The Escrow Account in foreign currency is used to cover imported equipment, 
operating costs in foreign currency, debt service, replenishment of the Re..erved Fund 
if required, agreed return on equity and repayment of host Government subordinated 
loans if required; 

a lone-term Off-Iake Amement between the NC and the Public Agency 
(National Utility) committing them to sale/purchase of project facility output 
or services on a "take or pay" basis, coupled with the host Government 
guarantee towards the NC and the Lenders. 

The price of the purchased output or services should cover the operating costs, 
feedstock costs, debt service and a return on equity usually fixed between 15 to 20 
percent. 

~ 

I 
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Guarantee Amemems providing the project system of guarantees by the 
Export Credit Guarantee Agencies. 

The participation of tbe Export Credit Agencies provides for a security package 
resulting in tbe transfer of all the risks to tbe Government of the host country 
including, by way of subordinated loans, an unconditional guarantee for the repayment 
of all the funds disbursed under the export credit, which, in fact, voids to a great 
extent the advantages offered by the BOT financing model. 

an lpsurance Aw;ement stipulating the insurance policies applied to the project 
by the Insurers; 

a ·Tum-key• construction contract between the JVC and the Construction 
Consortium and the equipment suppliers eslablisbing all obligations and 
conditions of main contractors participation in the project implementation. 

There are also other important contracts to be concluded which provide for: 

operating and management services of the project facility specifying the 
obligations of the operator company during the •public utility stage•; .md 

long-term supply of raw materials and energy necessary to the project by the 
supplier companies. 

As a compulsort step to be taken by the host Government after all the 
above-mentioned key agreements are concluded, sp.xial legal commitments have to 
be issued confirming in a binding manner all Government obligations under the 
respective contractual structure of a BOT project. 

VID. Allocation of Residual Risks between Project Sponsors 
and Government 

The lenders' credit structure transfers the risk of repayment onto the shareholders as 
first recourse for the successful construction and operation of tbe BOT project, and 
onto the host Government as first recourse for its default regarding its own 
obligations, contractual disputes and events of •force majeure". 

While the lenders' requirements are met by the credit structure terms, the project 
SJK>DSOfS and the host Government have to accomm~te mutually the sbarine of the 
residual risks and rewards. 

In order to attract substantial capital to the project, the host Government takes 
responsibility for the risks considered to be out of the NC's control. 
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At their tum, the NC and its contractors would take financial responsibility - within 
certain limits - for the risks deemed to fall under their control. 

The identifiable risks of a BOT project could be divided also in insurable - at a cost, 
and non-insurable. Generally, in project financing each risk must be assumed by the 
respective party mostly controlling it in exchange for a corresponding reward. 

The most common risks in a BOT financing project are listed further down together 
with the appropriate way of identifyine. :mes.sin& and enumeratin& them. 

Political Risks 

In a BOT financing project both external equity investors and external commercial 
lenders are generally Stt.lring political risk insurance either from their own export 
credit agencies or international specialized financial institution such as Multilateral 
Investment Guarantee Agency - MIGA of the World Bank system. 

This type ot insurance covers usually any breach by the host Government of specific 
obligations included in the BOT project contract. 

'lbe most typical cases involving such a political risk - to be covered by a special 
political risk guarantee - are: 

changes in the legal, fiscal and statutory regime; 
cancellation of the project licence; 
embargo on imported equipment; 
civil war; and 
international conflict. 

A special kind of political risk is assumed in case of strike on the construction site in 
which the guarantee is covered by contractor performance bond. 

Commercial Risks 

To cover this kind of risk, the specialized export credit guarantee agencies are 
currently using a special txPe of commercial risk insurance. 

One of the prestigious agencies in the field, the U .K. Export Credit Guarantee 
Depanment - ECGD bas announced last year the introduction of a new optional 
addition to its traditional insurance for political risks: the insurance - in certain ca" ,s 

- up to 60 percent of the commercial risk of approved projects. 

In a similar way, the US speciali7.ed guaranteeing institutions, namely the US 
Overseas Private Investment Corporation - OPIC and the US Export-Import Bank -
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EXIMBANK are usually provi•.ii.u.g commercial parantees within, of course. certain 
limits. 

Yet, according to some insurance specialists such insmance policy still needs further 
clarification, at least in some cases, since the same host Government asking for 
support in a BOT financing project is. in tum, asked by expon credit agencies to 
provide assurance to them. 

Coasttuction Risks 

The most usual risks related to the construction stage of a BOT project are the 
construction risks assumed in the following concrete situations: 

exceeding the previously agreed ms of the construction works; 

exceeding the previously agreed duration of the construction works; 

non-conformity of equipment used (failing to meet the previously agreed 
standards); and 

lea.vine the project site by the contractor. 

One of the typical coostruction risks is the risk that the project will not be completed 
on the aen:ed time and for the price stated, known as completion risk. 

Normally, this kind of risk is covered by liquidated damages clause stipulated in the 
•tum-key• construction contract. This clause includes the monetary damaees payable 
by the contractor on account either of each day of delay in completing the project or 
for the completed project's failure to meet specifications. 

In most of the cases this type of clause is accompanied by perfonnaoce boOds, 
constituting together the guarantee against the completion risk. 

Therefore, the •tum-key• project price is increased by a factor compensating the 
contractor himself for assuming this risk. 

As a matter of fact, the completion risk is taken primarily by the contractor, 
secondarily by the NC and only indirectly by its equity investors, their equity being 
gradually affected by the costs increased because of delays or cost overruns otherwise 
not covered by damages from the contractors. 

However. the commerciai and some bilateral lenders, and the cxpon credit guarantee 
agencies usually guaranteeing commercial loans, arc frequently reluctant to take 
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completion risk. Consequently, they have instead insisted that the host Government 
provides the necessary subordinated loans to the NC covering the guarantee of senior 
debt service through project completion. 

Yet, in certain cases, equity investors are pragmatically likely to accept a completion 
risk commitment but only in exchange for considerable rewarm. In developed 
countries, in a private project, for instance, the expected annual returns could reach 
35 to 40 per cent on equity for assuming the completion risk. 

Since in developing countries such potential returns would have to be even higher, the 
host Government may agree to provide a standby conunitme:lt in exchange. 

Perforgpgr,e ud Qpcn.tille Risks 

The performance and operating risks - mainly within the control of those parties 
taking them - are covered by construction ooritractors and equipment suppliers as well 
as by performance guarantees stipulated in the operating and maintenance contract. 

Yet, the operating risk - similarly with the completion risk - is secondarily taken by 
the NC, while primarily by the operating company. 

Qlsh Flow Risk is derived from operating risk. After the construction stage of a BOT 
financed project is over, some lenders agree to provide loans on a completely 
non-recourse basis (except for the NC and its assets). 

Thus, they will accept escrow arrangements to cover forward senior debt service and 
to protect in case of interruptions or variations of the cash flow. 

Another solution would be for the host Government to provide a stand-by 
subordinated loan facility which usually could prove more economical than ·to let the 
NC pay for a commercial insurance to cover such a cash flow risk. 

Some authors seem to divide generally the BOT financed project risks in two basic 
categories: construction risks and operating risks. 

Under the construction risks they usually include those mentioned above in this 
chapter differentiated by their origin and nature (See Table B annexed). 5 

Thus, in addition to the political reasons presented already before, they enumerate also 
economk, technical and financial reasons potentially provoking risks, as follows: 

s According to Antoine Khyr and Magdalaine Joel, Fimnciog and Conceaioned Projects (BOT 
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a) ecopomic reasons: 

changes in the economic environment of the host country; 

increase in construction cost; and 

new substituting products (of higher quality and a better price index 
ratio). 

b) technical rea:;oos: 

subcontractor weakness; 

low quality; 

construction fault; and 

faulty supply of raw materials. 

c) financial reasons: 

lack of appropriate funds payment. 

Information on corresponding covering guarantee for each kind of risk and on its 
respective guarantor is provided in detail in Table B (annexed). 

Sinillarly, the category of gperatinr risks is presented in Table C (annexed) 
enumerating them according to their origin and nature. 

Thus, under operating risks the following risks are listed: 

technical operating risks; 
product market risks; and 
lenders and investors risks. 

In turn, these operating risks may be caused by one of the following reasons or a 
combination of them: 

operator's inability to fulfil its obligations, due to: 

operator's technical inability; 
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equipment not complying with specification during the 
commissionning; 

operator abandon; 

faulty supply of raw materials; and 

prohibition of foreign personnel entry into the host country. 

changes in statutory regime affecting regulatory conditions of operating 
activity due to: 

change or cancellation of operating permit; 

changes of technical norms of project functioning (pollution 
safety standards). 

change of profit earning capacity of the project due to: 

severe technical equipment incident; 

changes of fiscal regime in the host country; 

raw materials price increase; 

selling price decrease imposed by public authority; and 

inflation in the host country. 

risk of foreign exchange (bard currency/local money) implying: 

raw material purchasing; 

foreign debt and dividends servicing; 

capital reimbursement; and 

lack of bard currency available for transfer. 

breach of lenders and investors interest owing to: 

nationalizing of the project; 
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interdiction of capital relinquishing on local and international 
market; 

foreign debt restructuring of the host country; and 

seizure of actual guarantee (active stocks) by public authority 
in the host country. 

As mentioned before, a detailed pres21tation of operating risks and their 
corresponding covering guarantees is made in Table C (annexed). 

lnsmablc aacl aon-ineohle risks 

Another insurance approach to project risks is based on the adlpl mhililY to assure 
a real pmtectiop against them, that is their insurability. Some risks, for instance 
•force majeure • risks, cannot be practically insurable or could be, but at an 
unreasonable cost. This is the main reason preventing export credit agencies and 
commercial lenders to normally take such POD-insurable risks. 

Consequently, these parties will usually insist that the Government of the host country 
should l"over the non-insurable events of •torce Majeure•. 

In certain cases, equity investors may agree to take •torce majeure• risks themselves 
but without providing any proteetion to lenders for such risks. 

As for insurable risks, a BOT financed project should have casualb' insurance to 
protect its plant and equipment, insurance to compensate workers, third party liabilib' 
insurance as well as guarantee to cover other commercially insurable risks, including 
or not - depending on the host Government's support - insurance protectinc apinst 
interruption of busineM, irreplar gsh flows or other similar kinds of risks. 

Among others, two insurance formulas are lately applied to protect against such risks: 
a uaditional one, covering over-running costs and a relatively new formula of 
"funding• policy guaranteeing against cash flow shortfalls mostly in the 
pre-completion phase of a BOT financed project. 

IX. Fair Rate of Return for the Sponsors 
Tariff an~ Price Structures 

A BOT financing formula calls for a joint-venture enterprise involving project 
sponsors, lenders and host governments as main parties agreeing to co-operate in order 
to achieve common objectives on the basis of a reasonable contractual structure. 
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One of the key issues of such a structure is the assurance of a fair rate of return for 
tbe project sponsors. In this connection the tariff and price formula to be used for 
selling the output and/or services of the BOT project repre.seot an essential instrument 
in measuring the profitability of the project and in stimulating the investors 
participation in the project financing. 

A comer-stone role in a BOT financed project is played by the risk-reward principles. 
As a matter of fact, these principles along with the project credit structure and the 
management of the BOT project development process are the three most important 
factors for the Government of a host country to consider in deciding whether to 
embark upon the difficult, risky and long BOT journey. 

The basic risk-reward principles are, therefore. decisive in attracting lenders according 
to their given terms conceived to protect them against additional risk exposure in low 
credit developing countries. FiDally, all the three main parties involved in a BOT 
project will benefit from these basic principles: project sponsors representing the 
sbarebolders of the NC and its contractors, the lenders and tne hos\ Government. 

Generally. any financeable BOT structure requires that each and everyone of the 
individual contract, layingout the whole network of contractual arrangements, stand 
on its own independently, while relatiu& individual responsibilUy for perf<'rmaoce to 
1be risk a™' reward as.wmptjops corresponding to that respective agreement. 

Consequently, the structure of the project facility operation contract should provide 
fioapcial incentives for the operating contractor enabling him to perform high 
availability of the project facility, using bonus-aaaneemqn in case of availability 
higher than guaranteed level of performance. 

On the other hand, however, it is unrealistic to provide financial penalties on the 
operating contractor for availability lower than guaranteed performance beyond 100 
per cent of his profits at the expected availability performance level. 

In other words, a basic principle of risk-reward structuring requires that tbe 
iqx>nsjbilities and risks be assumed individually among the parties involved 
according to their experience and competence, the penalties accr.pted for their c!efaults 
and the compensation aen;ed to be paid. 

Another basic risk sharing principle is related to the level of actual performance, that 
is to provide u;>side perfonnapce rewards tQ$003ble MJaocr.d with downside 
pcrlnrmaoce risks. 

Hence. the shareholders will earn an agreed range of compensation on their 
investments depending of the performance of the NC. In case the NC fails to 
observe its contractual responsibiliti~. the shareholders should finance, within 
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previously accepted limits, the project cost overruns - thus increasing their financial 
exposure. 

The same logic applies to project cost undenuns, the tariff structure providing precise 
incentives in such a case owing to the high interest cost savings involved. These 
savings could reach consider.able amount per day saved for earlier than guaranteed 
completion of the proja..--t (in certain concrete cases averaging more than 100.000 US 
dollars daily in power plant projects). 

Consequently, there is a basic economic interest for all three major parties involved 
in a BOT project to share the avoided interest cost between themselves. Thus, the 
tariff for the sale of project facility output and/or services allow the provisions of 
bonus jncentiyes to the puticjpmts in the liroject, mainly to the contractor for early 
completioo. 

That is why, the tariff and price structure should provide wisely inducement for 
economic performance. 

Summarizing, the observance of the BOT Risk-Reward Principles should allow: 

Project company to take controllable risks; 
Government and sponsors to share residual risks; 
provisions for lender security requirements; 
each of the contractual arrangements to assign responsibility, compensation and 
penalties to parties involved; 
incentives for higher performance; and 
downside penalties to be balanced by upside compensation. 

BOT Project Tariff Stmctgre 

Once the construction stage of a BOT Project is over, the facility starts operating 
entering •the public utility• stage. The output and/or services are purchased by the 
National Utility committed to pay the NC for all its available production according 
to the long-term Off-Take Agreement. 

The revenue source could be different depending on the type of BOT Project, 
including power tariff contracted with a Government owned facility - in case of power 
plants, tolls generated by traffic - in case of highways, bridges and tunnels or other 
periodic payments by the Government or other users - in case of railroads, water 
distribution system etc. 
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In order to analyse better the tariff structure. a concrete example is taken as seen in 
Table F (annexed), in case of 3 Power Plant producing electricity (a BOT Project 
proposed in Turkey). 6 

The power produced is sold by the NC - project company - to the Public Utility firm 
on prices calculated in the same currency of the NC's costs for the period, assuming 
that the project construction stage would be completed on-budget, the plant would 
perform at a guaranteed capacity and fuel CODSl!mption woulrl reach a guaranteed rate. 

In the diagram of Table F (annexed) a schematic presentation of the major 
components of the power tariff structure is made. As seen, the tariff is expressed in 
constant cent/kwb on the vertical axis while the BOT project term is on the horizontal 
axis. 

The diagram shows the various of the power price per kilowatt hour over the BOT 
project plant operating term of 10 to 15 years. 

The power price is composed of equity service, debt service, the cost of operation and 
maintenance and the cost of fuel. 

Consequently, the power payments to be made by the Public Utility to the NC are 
calculated for a given year multiplying the power price times the actual plant 
availability performed during the respective year. The fuel costs and the weraUon 
and maintenance costs are at the lower part of the diagram. 

The other two main components of the tariff structure are shown at the upper part 
under the form of capital servicin& costs for paying off the project financing: 1G 
equity service component and debt service component. The latter is calculated, for 
a given period, on the assumption of the on-budget project completion, as a sum of 
the NC's interest and principal paymems during that respective period. 

Examining the diagram, the delayed start of loans principal payments at the end of the 
grace period is shown in the up-slope during the first operating year. The further 
payments of the loans - arranged through commercial banks and institutional loans -
and of the expon credit are reflected in a steep decline after the first operating year 
followed by a smoothly declining curve. 

As described in a previous chapter, the correlation of the tariff structure with the 
actual debt service structure assures the first source of securil)' to the lenders, with no 
recourse beyond the NC, provided that the plant performs and the payments by the 
Public Utility are made on time. 

6 Acamling to William E. Stevemon, -The Turkish BOT Power Project &pc.nenoc-
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The equiry servicing component provides for ~ . 1d source of security to the 
lenders from the proiect cash floy,. Similarly to the debt service component. the 
equiry service component is calculated admitting the on-budget project completion. 
Thus. the actual capital share to be paid corresponds to the committed rate of return 
of the power payments at guaranteed levels of availabiliry and fuel efficiency of the 
project plant. 

The escrow accounts collect all the cash generation from the equity service until their 
combined balance equals the outstanding debt principal. Beyond this point, any 
funber cash generation becomes dividend of the NC. Consequently. the 
shareholders' cash generation from the project is used as security against the timely 
repayment of the loans for the whole term of the loan repayment. 

The third source of security to the lenders is provided by the host Government's 
commibllent to release additional funding as subordinated loans to maintain the 
necessary level of the Installment Escrow Account in case of insufficient cash 
generation from the project. 

This Government's commibllent should be met until the final loan repayment for 
revenue shortfalls owing to unforeseen events of •torce majeure•, Government default 
or any dispute. 

Therefore. as the final client and the buyer of the project the Government has to 
provide necessary parantees to assured revenues mainly through a binding long-term 
contract with the NC to buy the project output and/or services on a "take or pay" 
basis covering, at least, the project debt and investors equiry backed by the "full faith 
and credit" of the Government. 

In this connection, various procedures could be used such as tariff formula shown 
above including price esc;tlation clause and ~ plus" wiff for both a capaciry 
charge per unit of output or services and an additional charge for the quantity actually 
taken. 

Another way would be to invite for bids based on a flat rate per unit of output or 
services of the project facility for both a capacity fe.e and an actual output/services fe.e 
to be set by the bidder. 

In case the projections are not met. the host Government would provide subordipated 
1aaD to the JVC covering the gap up to a minimum revenue previously agre.ed upon. 
When the Government is not able to provide this loan a stand-by facility financed by 
a specialized financial agency could be made available. An alternative would be to 
obtain another revenue source to cover the difference. 
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Such sovereign guarantees are usually provided by the host Government for loans, 
project facility performance and other additional obligations on the •tun faith and 
credit9 basis stipulated in the Basic Concession Agreement between the Government 
and the NC. 

In addition to these guarantees, the host Government has the obligation to impose its 
protection trom unfair competition during the entire project concession period thus 
allowing the equity investors to make their prcfits. 

InOation and Forejp fu&han1e Risk 

In case of inflation and foreip excbao~ risk, both lenders and equity investors to a 
BOT financed project in a developing country are csually preoccupied since such risks 
are completely beyond their control and must be covered by the host Government. 

Some authors maintain that, while the procedure to assure guarantees will vary, the 
basic reason to do it relies on the fact that the potential rewards to equity investors 
and lenders will never be sufficient to compensate them for assuming either foreip 
excbanee or inflation risks. 

These investors will, therefore, require the Government to guarantee periodic 
acijustments in the price of goods and/or services provided by the project lQ 
compensate for inflation. 

At the same time, the Government's guarantees should also assure the convertibility. 
the excban&e rate and the ayajlability of enoueh foreim exchanee. 

In case the project output or services are sold to foreign users in foreign currencies, 
this type of support is less important. 

An alternative formula would be to allow the foreign investors and their Government 
insurance agencies to convert local currency earnings into bard currency at a 
favourable rate of exchanee enabling them to compensate their initial investment plus 
interests an/or dividends. 

Generally, concrete procedures taken by the Government of the host country to 
guarantee against this category of risks include three basic measures: 

a) payments in a basket of cuaencies including U.S. dollars, German mark, 
Swiss franc, English pound and Japanese Yen; 

b) exchapee risk insurance scheme (with premium); and 
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c) tariff adjustment of the output or services sold to cover the exchange rate 
variation. 

Fjgl Remarks 

This working paper takes up a whole set of basic aspects confronting project financing 
in general and the BOT financing formula in particular. 

Conc!uding, it s:ems that an important part of the large scale projects currently being 
implemented in the world are financed on the BOT basis. 

Apparently, in the develaped countries such a financr~g formula is not facing 
problems or facing very little ones. 

There is, however, a differem situatjon in tbe develgpiu& countries or in newly 
industrialiud one. In those countries the exchange problems, the existence or lack 
of financial market, the interest expressed in BOT projects by various international 
specialize<! agencies as World Bank and others, and the atti · · .. of public authorities 
on facilitating exports and implementing infrastructural projects remain the basic 
factors shaping an acceptable solution for the BOT financing formula. 
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- 6Jb - Table B 

THE RISKS OF A BOT-FINANCED PROJECT AND THEIR 

COVERING GUARAN"!EES X) 

(to be covered in function of ea~h operation) 

PROJECT RISKS 
(by origin and nature} 

(1) 

CONSTRUCTION RISKS: 

- exceeding the agreed 
cost of construction 
works; 

- exceeding the assigned 
duration of construction 
works; 

- non-conformity of 
equipment used; 

- leaving the project. 

Political causes/reasons 

- challges in the !egal, 
fiscal and statutory 
conditions/regille; 

- cancelling of project 
licence/permit; 

- embargo on imported 
equipment; 

- strike on the construc
tion site; 

- civil war; 

- international conflict. 

COVERING GUARANTEE 

(2) 

- political risk 
guarantee (PRG); 

- PRG; 

- PRG 

- Performance bond 
of the contractor 

- PRG 

- PRG 

X) According to Antoine Khyr and Magdalaine Joel, 
Financing and Concessioned Projects (BOT Model). 

WHO ISSUES THE 
GUARANTEE 

(3) 

- guarantor of 
public or private 
foreign credit 
(GFC); 

- GFC: 

- GFC 

- Public or private 
guarantor for 
political risk. 

- GFC 

- GFC 



(1) 

Economic causes/reasons 

- changes in the economic 
environment of the host 
country. 

- increase in constrction 
cost. 

- nev substituting products 
(higher quality and a 
better price index ratio). 

Technical causes/reasons 

- subcontractor weakness. 

- lov quality 

- construction fault 

faulty supply of raw
materials. 

"Force maieure" 

lack of infrastructural 
network/support (access 
roads, harbour for 
imported raw materials 
and equipment). 

- natural disaster. 

Financial causes/reasons 
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- Margin taken in the 
feasibility study. 

- Performance bond of 
the contractor. 

- leaving the project 
or selling price 
adjustment. 

- Performance bond of 
the sub-contractor. 

- Performance bond and 
control by specia
lized office. 

- Performance.bond and 
control by specia
lized office. 

- Performance bond 
and control by 
specialized office. 

- Host Government 
guarantee for 
excessive cost. 

- Guarantee for natural 
disaster risk. 

- lack of appropriate funds - Payment to the 
payment previously closed/

blocked account. 

Table 8 

- the project 
sponsor 

- Private guarantor 

- Sponsor and 
concessioning 
authority. 

- Private 
guarantors. 

- Private 
guarantors 

- Private 
guarantors 

- Private 
guarantors. 

- Public or bank 
guarantee for 
completing 
infrastructure 
works in 4ue time 

- Private 
guarantors. 

- Payment to the 
trustee account. 

=============================================================================== 
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THE RISKS OF A BOT-FINANCED PROJECT AND THEIR 

COVERING GUARANTEES X) 

{to be covered in function of each operation) 

PROJECT RISKS 
(by origin and nature) 
GUARANTEE 

(1) 

OPERATING RISKS 

- technical operating risks. 

- product market risks. 

- lenders and investors 
risks. 

Causes/reasons: 

- operator inability to 
fulfil its obligations 

• operator techanical 
inability 

• equipment not comp:y
ing during 
commissioning. 

• operator abandon 

faulty supply of raw 
materhls 

prohibition of foreign 
personnel entgry 

- changes in statutory 
conditions/regime 

change or cancella
tion of operating 
permit. 

COVERING GUARANTEE 

(2) 

- operator performance bond 
and substitution by a new 
operator 

- contractor performance 
bond and control by 
research office/main 
contractor 

- substitution by new 
operator and sequestra
tion of guarantee funds 
of the former operator 
and Performance Bond. 

- "supply or pay" long-term 
contract. 

- Political Risk Guarantee 
{PRG) 

- PRG 

X) According to Antoine Khyr and Magdalaine Joel, 
Financing and Concessioned Projects (BOT Kndel) 

WHO ISSUES THE 

(3) 

- penality paid by 
operator and/or 
private guarantor. 

- private 
guarantor. 

- using the guarantee 
account of the 
operator and 
private guarantor 

- guarantee of 
supplying banks. 

- Public/private 
guarantor. 

- public or private 
international 
guarantor. 



changes of technical 
norms of project 
functioning (pollution 
safety) 

- Changes of profit earning 
capacity of the project 

severe technical 
equipmer-t incident 

changes of fiscal 
conditions/regime in 
the host country 

raw materials price 
increase 

selling price decrease 
imposed by public 
authority 

inflation in the host 
com try 

- Risk of exchange of hard 
currency/local money 

raw materials 
purchasing 

foreign debt and 
dividends servicing 

. capital reimbursements 

lack of hard currency 
for transfer 
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- PRG 

- Contractor guarantee 
of successful conclusion 
and sponsor reserved 
funds. 

- PRG 

- "supply or pay" 
long-term contract 

- "take or pay" long-term 
contract/political risk 

- indexing of selling 
price through an 
initially pre-determined 
formula 

- transfer on time 
guarantee and choice of 
hard currency payments/
receipts. 

- hard currency 
receipts (HCR) 

- HCR 

- cash collection of 
hard currency 

Table C 

- Public or private 
international 
guarantor. 

- Private guarantor. 

- Public or private 
international 
guarantor. 

- Supplying bank 
guarantee. 

- Purchasing bank 
guarantee or 
public/private 
guarantor. 

- Political risk 
insurance. 

- Private banks 

- exchange guarantee 
of the Central Bank 
in the host country 

- exchange guarantee 
of the Central Bank 
in the host country 

- transf~r guarantee 
of the Central Bank 
in the host country 



cu 

- breacli of lenders and 
investors interest. 
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(2) 

nationalizing of the - PRG on investments 
project. 

interdiction of capital - P~G on investments 
relinquishing on local 
and international 
market 

foreign debt 
restructuring of the 
host country 

seizure of actual 
guarantee (active 
stocks) by public 
authority in the host 
country. 

- enrollment fee 
exemption in the 
negotiations with the 
London Club 

- PRG on investments 

Table C 

(3) 

- Internati9Lal and 
public guarantor 
of the country 
exporting equiP111ent 
and services 

- International and 
public guarantor 
of the country 
exporting equiP111ent 
and services 

- special agreement 
and IMF agreement 
to preserve in the 
project the alloca
tion of hard 
currency receipts 
(HCR) 

public or private~ 
international 
guarantor 

= 
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BOT Lender Security Structure*> 

• Borrower is project company . . 

• Installment escrow account 
~ . . 

: . . 
• C~st recovery power pr1c1.ng 

' . 
• Power paym~nts. in cost currencies 

• Cash generation into escrow accounts 
• Subordinated loan commitment· 

• Treasury guarantees payments to company 

• Loans assumed in takeover 
*) According to William E. Stevenson, "The Turkish BOT Power Project Experience" 
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BOT Power Tariff Str·ucture *> 
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BUILD - OPERATE- TRANSFER SCHEMES 

EXPERIENCE OF IFC AND POTENTIAL ROLE 

IN BOT IMPLEMENTATION 

Oulline of presentarion mlJtle by Mr. Chung Min Pang, 
Chief of Regional Mission of the 

lntemarional Finance Corporarion 
at the UNIDO!APCIT ln1emalional Seminar 

on 8uild-Operare-Transfer (BOT) 
held in Bangkok, Thailand 

on 2-6 December 1991. 
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Intcmatjonal FiMDcc Cocporation 

Established 1956. 

Member of World Bank Group. 

Private sector development. 

Specialising in non-recourse or limited recourse projecf financing. 

LDC Fin•ncin& Trends 

Sovereign Risk - lending against state guarantees. 

Corporate Risk - lending against proven corporate tracl,( record. 

Project Risk - lending ag2.inst project intrinsics: i.e. non-recourse project financing 

Contract Risk - lending against contractual arrange~ts: e.g. BOT projects 

Build-Operate-Inpstq 

In a BOT scheme, government transfers responsibility for tbe design, construction, 
financing, operation and maintenance of a major project that would normally be undertaken 
within the public sector, to a contractor or sponsor in the private sector. The private sector 
is given a •concessionary period•, during which it owns and operates the project. During 
this period, the private sector seeks to repay all project debt and to achieve wget equity 
returns. At the end of the concession:ll}' period, ownership is transferred to the pllblic 
sector. Depending on the project, the output or services produced may be sold:· 

to a public sector organisation (eg. electricity sales from a private BOT power 
station to a public utility). 

direct to the final user (as in the case of infrastructure projects such as roads, 
bridges or mass transit systems). 

BOT bas become a generic term. 
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BOO BOT BTO BOOS 

Private Financing 

Private Operation Public Operation 

Limited Recourse Almost Public Guarantee 

Key Characteristics 

ALL BOT schemes are governed by long term contractual arrangements, committing 
the private sector operator to agreed perforruance targets (on capital costs, completion dates 
etc.) and the publir, sector to buying the project's output or allowing user charges to be 
levied on customers. The construction contractors and other private inv~10rs finance and 
operate the project. 

Any facility or service that can generate revenues through user charges is potentially 
suitable. Existing or potential BOT schemes include: 

roads, bridge:; and tunnels for which tolls are charged. 

railways and urb m metro schemes. 

power stations. 

hospitals. 

For such projects, a special joint venture company is often created, linking the 
contractor and other interested parties ~ucb zs the operator and banks. Typically the 
company is financed by a mixture of equity and debt. 

IFC Experiwce 

Primarily in Power Generation - L' .tin America and Asia . 

Have also considered otht 
telecommunicati..>ns and waste 

. i.(Jr projects: eg. public transport, 
_.ent. 
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The Private Sector 

For most private sector contractors, BOT schemes are a radical departure from their 
traditional involvement in construction projects, financed and owned by government or 
other private sector businesses. In a BOT scheme, the contractor plays three roles: as 
designer, constructor and equipment supplier; as project sponsor and equity investor; and 
as operaror. 

Most contractors see BOT schemes primarily as a profitable source of construction 
work and equipment sales. As invitations to tender for traditionally funded contracts 
decline, contractors are having to consider alternative means of maintaining profitable 
business growth. BOT schemes enable them to repackage their traditional services as well 
as offering opportunities for potentially profitable equity investment. 

BOT schemes impose on contractors risks to which most are unused. The contractors 
are responsible for raising the project finance and as equity investors, bear the financing, 
construction and operating risks of the project. Before submitting a bid, the contractor 
needs to P.Stimate the project's financial feasibility on the basis of the proposed contractual 
and risk distribution arrangements. For most construction projects, viability can depend 
on the costs of finance rather than on COilStl'Uction and operating costs. Although 
contractors are loath to consider BOT project financing on any thing but a stand-alone basis 
(i.e. non-recourse project financing), some exposure of their balance sheets to project 
debt-liability is almost invariably required by government, lending banks or both, in the 
form of a performance bond. 

Set-up costs are high, in part because BOT schemes are a recent phenomenon. 
Contract drafting and negotiation with governments, public sector corporations, lending 
banks, equipment and raw materials suppliers can be a long and costly process. 

Many of the parties involved tend to be unfamiliar with the requirements and 
consequently cautious. Contractc.rs must be prepared to commit much more fin3nce and 
much more managerial time to initial project definition, bid preparation and contract 
negotiation than in traditional pro~'1 tendering. 

Contractors may have limited experience in the operation and management of the 
project once constructed and indeed little previous business involvement in the field 
concerned. The contractor bas to decide whether to: 

operate the plant. 

find a co-sponsor with operating experience. 

subcontract to a specialist private operator. 
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Finally, international construction contractors may seek specific protection from a 
number of risk associated with a BOT project in developing countries. These will vary 
according to the countty's credit standing, political stability and economic position, but are 
likely to include safeguards against: 

force majeure events. 

exchange rate movements and currency convertibility. 

repatriation of earnings. 

restrictions on capital repatriation. 

lnsurance against such risks m&y prove to be prohibitively expensive, in which case 
contractors may seek binding government commitments. 

The Public Sector 

The interests of the public sector organintic-n (PSO) that might otherwise have 
undertaken the project are important in some BOTs. For example, power station projects 
might normally be undertaken by the public utility to whom, in a BOT scheme, the private 
sector will sell the resulting output. The attitude of the PSO management to the contractor 
will depend largely on its view of the PSO's ability to undertake the project. If its own 
project implementation capability is weak, it may welcome the BOT scheme as a source of 
additional funds and expertise. It is likely to be less welcoming if it believes that it could 
run tile project itself. Government may be able to exploit the situation in the interests of 
consumers to reduce costs and margins by arranging for public/private competition in the 
bidding process. If the private option is selected, the PSO becomes purchaser not 
competitor, and the transition is sometimes difficult to manage. Successful negotiation and 
implementation requires goodwill on both sides. 

PrQject Conception 

The contrast between a BOT project and a traditional public sector project begins at 
project conception. Traditionally, the public sector: 

identifies the need for a project. 

hires engineering consultants or uses its own technical resources to produce a 
detailed feasibility study and pfoject design to meet that need. 

invites tenders from contractors to build the project to the specified design. 

A BOT project may differ in all respects. First, particularly where BOTs are well 
established, the private sector is encouraged to take the initiative in project identification 
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and to come forward with novel ideas on concept and design. Second. even if the 
requirement for an inv~l!llent project is identified by the public sector. the invitation to bid 
for a BOT project can precede any design work, and may only outline in broad terms the 
need that the project should fulfill. How that need is to be met is left to the private sector 
bidders. This approach has the twin advantages of drawing on each bidder·s design 
expertise and creativity in proposing solutions to meet the perceived need and enabling each 
bidder to design solutions that make the most of his expertise or experience. 

Project Preparation 

Before contractors are invited to bid for a BOT proja.~. some preparatory work is 
necessary, to ~lish a common framework for all contractors to make their bids. 
Specifically: 

a technical study to determine the technical parameters of the project, including 
a clear definition of the nature and size of the problem to be resolved. 

preparation of project bid documents, which draw substantially on the 
information generated by the technical study. These documents specify the 
type of bids that are required and the elements that individual bids should 
cover. The bid documents also specify clearly the criteria by which bids are 
to be evaluated. 

De Bjddine Process 

The bidding process involves a number of steps. Initial expressions of interest are 
invited and reduced to a shortlist of bidders, based en their experience and expertise 
(pre-qualification). The shortlisted bidders are then invited to present more detailed 
prc?Osals, in accordance with the requirements specified in the bid documents. lo their 
detailed proposals, bidders are invited to S?C<=ify all the key aspects of their proposed 
scnemes. Proposals may differ significantly in some or all of the following respects: 

type of scheme and nature or level of the output or service provided. 

target completion dates. 

prices/charges for the project's output. 

performance criteria (quantity and quality of output; life of asset, etc.). 

financial returns and proposed financing structure (equity and debt,. 

price adjustment formulae. 

foreign exchange arrangements. 
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force majeure requirements. 

maintenance programmes (particularly important in BOT projects, since 
ownership of the'~ is transferred to government in mid-life). 

risk distribution. 

Contract Nczotiation 

A preliminary review is conducted of the detailed proposals, following whidl one or 
more bidders may be selected to enter into contract negotiations with the government. 
Contract negotiation on a BOT project is inevitably lengthy and involved, since the project 
SWlds or falls on a series of interrelated contracts that enable the private sector to raise 
finance for the project and the government to av.-ard the project to the preferred bidder. 
Bodi government and contractor must be prepared to oommit time and resr..AJn.CS to contract 
drafting and negotiation before firm agreement to proceed is made. H more than one 
bidder is invited to negotiate, tbeD any differences between draft cootractuaI terms 
negotiated with government may affect the ultimate choice of the winning bid. The 
contract between government and the private sector must: 

commit the contractor to providing the services specified in the proposal, on 
agreed terms. 

grant the contractor exclusivity on the project and any required permission to 
proceed. 

where appropriate, commit the government or a public sector organisation to 
purchase the project's outpUt on the agreed terms. 

The contract must be backed by and be conditional on simultaneous signawre of a 
number of agreements required to enable the rontractor to meet its commitments. The 
contractor must negotiate and sign: 

credit agreements with project lenders. 

a construction contract. 

equipment and materUJ supply contracts. 

insurance contracts. 

The contractor's ability to negotiate such contracts depends on the negotiated terms 
of the contract with government, which, from the contractor's viewpoint, provides th'! basic 
~ty package on which the project rests. 
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Bid Eyahgtion and Selection 

To enable it to decide between the bids, government needs to have a clear definition 
of the overriding objective of the scheme, which may, for example, be to minimise: 

the price paid by the final consume&, or 

public expenditure, or 

the resource cost to the economy. 

The chosen objective will dictate the method of project appraisal and comparison, 
affecting for example: 

the choice of discount rate: if a resource cost comparison is intended, the social 
opportunity cost of capital should be used to discount future costs and benefits; 
a financial ialterest rate - a µivate capital market rate - is more appropriate to 
a financial cost comparison. 

the treatment of taxes: these may be considered as costs in a comparison of the 
prices paid by the electricity consumers, but ignored in a public expenditure 
comparison. 

ta'le value assigned to public sector risk shedding: the transfer of a risk to the 
private sector may not affect the real resource cost of a project to the economy, 
but gives the BOT scheme an advantage over the public sector alternative if the 
objective is to keep public expeodirure to a minimum. 

The chosen method of bid evaluation may affect the choice of proposal. Private (or 
public) sector bidders must be made aware at the outset of the proposed method of 
evaluation, so that 1 !Jey can design their projects and proposals accordingly. · 

Summary - De Steps lnyolyed 

Following is a summary of the key steps that government needs to take to see a BOT 
scheme through from conception to implementation: 

Project identification: By public or private sector. 

Invitation to tender: Requesting basic proposed project details and statements of 
experience and expertise. 

Shortlisting: According to track record and financial standing of bidders. 



Bid preparation: 
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Shortlisted companies are invited to submit detailed 
proposals. Bids to be submitted on the basis of bid 
document specifications. 

Contract negotiation: Selected bidders are invited to contract negotiation, for 
signature if successful. 

Bid evaluation: According to specified criteria. 

Selection and contract signature 

Build - {)grate - Tpnsfer Scbcmcs 

DIE CONTRACTOR/SPONSOR'S VIEW 

A BOT scheme does not baJ>PCD unless there is an investor or contractor that is 
willing to sponsor the project (Cok!!!Gctor/Sponsor). Contractors are interested, largely 
because their market place is shrinking and because governments are able to demand more 
of them in a more competitive environment. For the contractor who worked for cash 10 
years ago, the move from cost plus or lump sum pricing to BOT heralds a marked increase 
in risk exposure and a broadening of bis traditional role; in particular, it requires him to 
act as project sponsor and to take an equity stake in the project's long-term success. Before 
taking on a BOT scheme, a contractor/sponsor will usually want to be ass-Jred of two 
conditions: 

first. firm commitment to the scheme from the government. The contractor 
will want to see commitment at the highest level, together with an 
understanding of the private sector profit-motive and the realities of risk 
sharing. 

second, evidence that other parties will be committed too. The relationships 
in BOT schemes are complex; the typical pattern is for a project company to 
be established and before a bid is prepared, for a series of commitments to be 
negotiated with the government, banks and other lenders, insurers, contractors, 
suppliers, shareholders and potential plant operators to be negotiated. Usually, 
a guaranteed or protected market for the output of the project will be sought. 

The cost in terms of management time and up-front equity will be significant, as will 
the potential for delay. The resources required can be justi~ied only on large and well 
defined projects where potential profitability outweighs the increased risk the contractor is 
called upon to bear. 
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Magapne Risk 

Risk shedding may be an important aim for government, but for the contractor, as 
sponsor and equity investors, the allocation of risk determines whether or not be will get 
involved. H the government seeks to shed too much risk the BOT project will not happen, 
or it will be prohibitively expensive. As a rule, the private group and its financial backers 
will take all project risk, for examp?e cost overrun or operating failure, together with some 
degree of liquidah~ damages. But it will be reluctant to take general risks beyond its 
control; these must be covered through terms in the contracts, by laying off risk with 
insurers (where this is possible and not too expensive) or, with some political ri~, through 
letters of comfort from government. 

The most important general risks are: 

risks to the revenue stream where these are beyond the project company's 
control, such as demand risk when there is only one purchaser. 

exchange rate risks and the ability of a country to fund conversion to foreign 
currency, where revenue is earned in local currency but profits need to be 
repatriated. 

political risks such as expropriation or enforced contract renegotiation. 

The last two are particularly relevant in developing countries, while protection against 
the first is a prerequisite for obtaining financing from commercial banks. 

Fjpapcine 

BOT schemes are usually funded by a mixture of equity, bank debt and other forms 
of borrowing, such as convertible loan stock. The lenders are invariably required to take 
a share of the project risk with contractors/sponsors. ~ucb limited recourse project finance 
offers major benefits to the contractor/sponsor: 

it limits his financial exposure. 

it keeps the project off the sponsor's balance sheet. 

it reduces the av~rage cost of finance as well as offering tax benefits - both 
important considerations in a competitive bid. 

The growth in limited recourse financing and in the liquidity of the international 
capital market have both helped the contractor/sponsor to respond to BOT opportunities. 

Gaining access to limited recourse financing depends on the ability to demonstrare a 
reliable rev.mue flow. Accordingly, banks look for well defined project economics and for 
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comfort through contract terms, or through insurance, against force majeure events or other 
risks to the revenue stream which are beyond the project company's control. Exclusivity 
or concession agreeraents and 'take-or-pay' amnge:ments are means of providing the 
necessary assurance. The banks may al.so require a mechanism for cash flow support and 
a limit to damages under the contract. They may ask for stabili7.ation clauses that protect 
the company from changes in the tax regime. The banks will also require standby finance 
to be available, because a project cannot be starved of funds while a dispute is in progress. 
Many of these issues are raised at an early date, so contractor/sponsors consider it crucial 
to obtain bank participation from the outset. The bank's requirements can then be reflected 
in the contractor's negotiations with government. 

A major difficulty in setting up project finance concerns uncertainty over timing. 
Infrastructure projects tend to have long lead times. Without a clear timetable, banks are 
reluctant to confirm their lending commitments to a pmject and the project company bas 
difficulty in obtaining firm quotes from equipment suppliers. 

The reluctance of banks to lend without a sovereign guarantee presents a major 
problem in setting up a financial package in some countries. The export guarantee agencies 
and the International Finance Institutions (IFls) can increasingly provide protection against 
political and exchange risks, where commercial insurance would be very expensive and 
where hedging instruments are not available. IFis that invest in a BOT project can provide 
protection through their wider role in extending credit to that country. 

Public-Private Competition 

In the special case of a BOT scheme in which a contractor/sponsor is competing 
against a public supply organi7.ation )PSO), the contractor has a number of special 
concerns: 

be wants those evaluating loans to give explicit recognition to the transfer of 
risk from public to private sector which is implicit in all BOT schemes. 

be must be given full opportunity to achieve efficiency gains in design, 
operation and speed of construction, because these are his opportunity to 
overcome the higher cost of private secto• finance. 

if the PSO is to become the purchase of the output c. f t!te BOT scheme, it 
should not, as a competitor, be allowed to obstruct the negotiation of the 
purchase agreement leading up to bid submission. 

Despite the last of these concerns, the contractor will want to know of the PSO's 
genuine contractual requirements, since they may eventually have to establish a working 
relationship. This can present a real conflict in objectives for the contractor as well as for 
the PSO. 
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Potential IFC Role 

Financing (Investment Depanments): 

Equity and loan. 

Non-recourse or limited recourse - cultivates prudence and discipline. 

Advisory and Structuring (Investment, FIAS, Engineering and Corporate Finance): 

Policy issues. 

Legal and regulatory environment. 

Institutional arrangements. 

Contractual undertakings. 

Technical configuration. 

Financial structure. 

Mobili7.ation (Investment., International Securities and Syndications): 

Also equity and loan. 

Also non-recourse or limited recourse. 

Six to one. 

Honest Broker: 

Political umbrella. 

Commercial risk umbrella. 

Credibility. 
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MALAYSIA'S EXPERIENCE 
IN BUILD OPERATE AND TRANSFER (BOT) 

METHOD OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 

Paper presented by 
Mr. Mohd. Tajuddin Mohd. Ghazoli, 
Head of Projects Privatization Unit, 

Economic Planning Unit of the 
Prime Minister's Depanmenr, 

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
at the UNIDOl.APCJT In1emational Seminar 

on Build Operate Transfer (BOT) 
hel4 in Bangkok, Thailand 

on 2-6 December 1991 
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I. Introduction 

1. BOTs represent an important feature in Malaysia's privatization programme. Before 
elaborating Malaysia's experience in undertaking BOT projects in more detail, an 
appreciation of the background to the privatization policy in Malaysia is perhaps quite 
useful. 

n. Privatization Policy/Programme 

2. The Malaysian Government enunciated its J>rivatization policy in 1983 and began to 
implement it in a concerted manner in 1985. The policy was adopted with several 
objectives in mind. Among these are as follows:-

(i) Relieving the financial and administrative burden of the Government; 

(ii) Reducing the size of the public sector; 

(iii) Raising efficiency and privatization; and 

(iv) Accelerating growth. 

3. The Government's commitment in meeting development targets and economic growth 
bas imposed a heavy strain on its financial resources. This bas prompted the 
Government to find new approaches in relieving its financial burden. Privatization 
was considered one of the most feasible alternatives. 

4. Public sector expenditure, both operating and development rose rapidly since the ?O's 
to meet the overall development objectives and public sector revenue was never 
sufficient to finance both these expenditures. lo 1986, revenue fell .short of 
expectation thereby making it necessary for Government to borrow to finance even 
part of its operating expenditures. 

5. There bas been widespread dissatisfaction with the efficiency of state agencies and 
enterprises. Protection of several public enterprises from market forces has bred 
complacency and resulted in inefficiency and low productivity. The disciplines of 
the financial marketplace and the need to provide satisfactory returns to investors 
impose a more economically rational check on performance of a company compared 
to the often inconsistant lending and investment policy of the Government which are 
sometimes influenced by short-term factors rather than long term economic 
rationality. Efficiency will be further promoted by introducing competition where 
possible. 

6. The privatization policy also aims to reduce the size of the public sectcr through the 
withdAwal by Government from active and direct participation in economic 
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acUVIUes. Government's participation in the economy bas increased rapidly as a 
result of its goal to redress the economic imbalances in the country. Its involvement 
extended beyond the traditional areas of public good and social services. It 
increasingly expanded into the area of commerce and industry, resulting in a huge 
public sector and to a certain extent, crowding out private sector investments. In 
addition, many of these Government undertakings have met with rather miserable 
failures. It was felt that this trend was not healthy for the economy as a whole and 
the strategy of Government rollback was seen to provide a better alternative since the 
services will not be terminated or reduced, the workers will not loose their jobs and 
prices will not be allowed to increase freely in the case of privati7.ation of 
monopolies. 

7. An important consideration behind the policy is the need for the country to attain 
higher growth. Increasing the role of the private sector in development would 
contribute towards achieving this objective. The commercial and profit orientation 
of private enterprises is expected to provide the thrust for further growth. In the case 
of privatization of existing projects, further growth will be effected through efficiency 
gains and further innovations. In addition, privati7.ation of new projects will, it is 
envisaged, result in further growth. Without giving the private sector the opportunity 
to undertake projects which are traditionally undertaken by the public sector, these 
projects might have to be shelved for the time being due to financial constraints faced 
by the Government and will deprive the country of the benefits therefrom. 

8. For implemenmtion purposes, the Malaysian Government defines privati7.ation rnther 
broadly. It is defined as the transfer of the Government's obligations in providing 
goods and services that are traditionally within its domain to the private sector. It:. 
the process, the Government transfers its ownership of assets or right to use thereof 
to the private sector together with its concommitant other rights and liabilities as the 
case may be. Based on this definition, various modes of privati7.ation are being 
considered by the Government. Generally, the acceptable modes include divestment 
of Government's interest, leasing, contracting out and the management of 
Government entities. These modes are generally implemented for existing projects 
or activities. For new projects, the Government is amenable to the idea of 
'Build-Operate-Transfer' or 'Build-Operate-Own' modes. 

9. As to the beneficiaries of the p.>licy, altho•Jgh the Malaysian Government encourages 
widespread ownership by the Malaysian public through 'offer-for-sale' mode of 
divestment, it does not preclude foreigners from participating in privatization 
projects. 

10. Thus far, the Government has privatized 19 projects. These inclt•de among others, 
a container terminal, the national airline company, a national shipping company, road 
projects, a new television station, the Air Force's aircraft overhauling depot, a water 
supply project and a power transmission project. 
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m. Elements of BOT 

a) Qcnml 

11. BOT renders Oovemmcnts the opportunity of financing its developmental projects off 
its balance sheet. 1bcse projects which are essential to the development of the 
country can be realised without increasing the sovereign debt of the Government. 

12. This method of project developmeat is gencrally applicable to iDfrastructural projects 
ttaclitionally undertatm by the public sector. It involves private sector companies 
not only in building but also in dtsigning, openting and owning such projects. 
Usually, these ~ which may be undertaken by several CDtities are integrated 
a:Ml bandied by one company often known u a CODCCS.1ion company to which a 
CODCCS.1ion will be granted by the Government to operate the project. A normal BOT 
amngement is shown in Figure 1. At the ml of the CODCCS.1ion period, the 
ownership of the project and the right to operate it reverts to the Government which 
may then choose either to let a new conceaioo or to operate the project itself. A 
number of variations of the method are possible, e.g. Build-Own-Operate, 
Build-Own-Sell etc. 

b) Pi•w;Qw 

13. Unlike traditional public sector projects whose capda1 costs are financwl by loans 
raised oo the creditw~ of the borrowing country (particuJarly in the case of 
budget-deficit Governments), BOT projects are normally financwl by a combination 
of debt and equity capdal. The ratio between the two types of capi1al varies with 
projects. The providers of these two forms of capi1al are paid solely from the project 
revenues so that capital costs are normally financwl with recourse normally limited 
to the projects revenue stream. Hence, the private sector bean a greater share of the 
risks. The revenues can either be contract-led or market-led. Market-led revenues 
are revenues of a service which are directly delivered to the customer. Contract-led 
revenues are revenues of a service which is not directly delivered to a specific 
consumer but through an iDtamediary usually a public sector agency operating a 
network of service. The latter will have to underwrite a minimum delivery. 1bis 
form of contract is generally known as a •take-or pay contract•. Compared to 
contract-led revenues, market-led revenues impme higher risks to the coocession 
company. 

p;.Fia& of BOT 

mainly the responsibility of the concession company; 

the shareholders of the concession company will provide a portion of tbe 
finance of the project in terms of its equity contribution; 
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the lenders will provide a portion of the fiDmcc of the project; the financial 
commitment of the shareholders will depend oo the amount of lending to be 
given by the lender i.e. the gearing for the project will icpeod on the lender; 

in addition to that the repayment of the loan to lenders and the payment of 
dividc:od to shareholders depends on the revenue casbflow of the project. 

c) Bilb 

14. BOT projects are exposed to several types of rist.s viz, project commercial risks, 
COUUtly commercial risks and political risks. 

{i) Project Co•..m.J Rj*s 

Project commercial risks are risks that are directly related to the project. 
Under this broad category, three fmtber types can be distinguished i.e., 
development risk, realisation risk and operating risks, c:acb related to a 
different slage in the project process. 

Development risks are risks associated with competition occuring in the initial 
stage of the process, i.e., risk of loosing the tender to aDOdlcr competitor or 
failure to sign the coocessioo cootract resulting m the km of development 
expc:nditurcs. Hence, such expc:nditurcs must be kept to a minimum. 

Realimjon risks are risks related to actual construction of the project e.g., 
failure to complete the project as scbeduled, in acconlaDce with the terms of 
the construction cootract, force majeure etc. 

(ii) C)Jlentinr RjHs 

Operating risks are risks resulting from variations in revenue, 'costs of 
operation, material supply etc. As mentioned above, market-led revenues are 
more risky compared to contract-led revenues. Cost risks are related to the 
technical and managerial aspects. Supply risks depend on the availability and 
price of +aw materials. 

(iii) °'9PUJ Qun"'C'i'FieJ RjHa 

Country commercial risks are risks related to convertibility of revenue from the 
project into bard currencies and risks of foreign exchange 3Dd interest rate 
fluctuations. 
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(iv) Poljtjcal RjR;j 

Political risks are related to the intemal and external political stability, the 
government's attitude towards paying profits OD infnstrucbnl projects, 
rcpatriatioo of profits, changes in regulation, integrity of govemmeots etc. 

d) Allpratjm of Rjlks 

IS. These risks need to be allocated efficiently to ensure the ~ of the BOT project. 
Tiie concession complD}' acprcsents a mcdaaniSID to allow for such efficient 
allocaion. Figure 2 illusttates a typical risk allocation solution for a BOT project. 
Tiie conttactor' COilSU1JCling the project will only be willing to bear the coosttuctioo 
risks while the operator, the operating risk. They are unlitely to agree to bear joint 
and several liability. Tiie Govemms will also not accept several liability since this 
will ~ to multiple agree.meadS for the operation nd coosttuctioo of the coocessioo. 
Tiie m:atioo of the coocessioo company provides a solution to all dRe parties. 

16. Similarly, oeitbcr the authority nor conttactor nor the operator will agree to 
UDdawrite the coocessioo company's fiDaocial liabilities. While the burden of 
payment for the capi1al expenditure is shifted from the government to the coocessioo 
company which relies OD the project revenue stteam as its source of payment, the 
government or consumers may still bear some or all of the risk OD the level and 
attainment of that revenue stream. 

17. Many of these risks, such as constructioo risk and operating risks can be contained 
by various safeguards such as performance guarantees, completion guarantees, 
warranties from equipment manufacturas, operating guarantees, inspectioo of the 
facility by the government authority etc. 

18. Tiie private sector entities will normally accept risks that are familiar to them but will 
be besi1ant to accept risks which are unquantifiable and which are outside their 
control such as unlimited demand risk, force majeure, etc. If the government still 
wishes to transfer the latter group of risks, to the private sector, the government must 
be prepared to accept the consequeat higher cost of services. 

e) Muma&A of BOT 

19. BOT mode of project development is mutually beneficial to both the Government and 
the private sector. From the Government's penpective, BOT allows it to freac its 
position particularly in tams of capital and opeaating expenditure on a project due 
to the fact that the privale sector is normally solely responsible for the project 
commercial risks and bears the brunt of the operating risks. The experience of 
Governments in developing project through the traditional way, many a time, bas 
been marred by serious cost overrun. Such problems, under the BOT concept are no 
longer concern of the Government thereby allowing government budgeling to be 
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more specifk !!Ml definite. In addition, the disciplines of the private sector will 
normally result in more efficient and better quality services. From the private 
sector's point of view, BOTs offers then a new opportunity for investment which 
normally gives a more steady and definite return. 

IV. MalaJsia's Egpc;ram;c 

a) Objcctjycs 

20. As mentioned earlier, BOTs form an integral put of Malaysia's privatization 
programme. The government's objectives in pursuing development of projects via 
BOT are couched in the objectives of the privati7.ation policy itself mentioned above. 
Apart from these objectives Olbcrs which are pcadiar to BOTs may be added. 1besc 
are:-

(i) BjH fmls'er awl .,,,.,..,. risk •N&C--

The govemmeat is able to ttansfer a Sllbslanbtl portion of risks to the private 
sector particularly those which lie witl·in the latter's control. In addition, the 
closer and axe direct identification of risk-taking with return pcmible through 
private financing will encourage espe.cia1ly carefu1. risk managematt. 

(Ii) 0>89ptjye hc;ec:le'P"k 

BOT projects allow the government t:> eslablisb a benchmark wbic.h can be 
used to measure the cost of its own project implementation and management 
and thereby encourage the spread of best practices in the public sector if the 
private sector proves to be more effective in particular areas. 

Being new to the private sector, BOT infrastructural projects help to create 
pioneering equity and to stimulate investor interest in such CJPi>0'1Ullitie. 

b) Problems ... c..mjpta 

21. In implementing BOT projects, several constraints have been encountered. These are 
as follows:-

(i) • •·* o1 mlcnl!""inr 

Being relatively a novelty, BOT LlCtbod of project development bas not been 
well understood and therefore not well-received particularly by Government 
agencies. The fear of loosing authority over such projects is another reason for 
resentment. 
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(ii) AccqDblc tariff leyds 

The success of BOT projects depends on the revenue sttcam generated by tbe 
project in question and benc:e ultimately in tbe 1Uiff suueture proposed. 
Frequeotly, tbe project will operate as a monopoly. thus the govc:mment will 
have to regulate tbe tariff and ensure that it is justifiable. Tariffs need to be 
reasonable from tbe point of view of coosumers so that they arc not buracned 
by the tariffs, as well as investors so that tbe company in question is viable 
enough to keep going. Balancing tbe iDteresu of these two groups is very a 
delicate task for tbe govemmeat. Hov.-ever, tbe govemmeot may decide to 
subsidise tbe service so that tbe consumer docs not bear tbe full cost of tbe 
charge. N~. tbe decision to subsidise should be taken OD broad social 
and economic grounds and sbould be indcpcodent of tbe decision to privati7.e. 

(iii) RrljalrilitJ of gnjcc 

Projects that leod to BOT mode of developmeot arc normally infrasttucbnl 
projects serving tbe public. The service must be continuously available to tbe 
consumer. Heoce, tbe government must be sure that a private sector proposal 
will allow CODtinoous supply to acceplable standards. 

(iv) F.coaoeic didortjcm 

Private sector resources arc finite. If BOTs arc seeo to offer more attractive 
earning opportuDi1ies than do odler opportua.:UCS, resources may be diverted 
from odler priority areas of investmcnts, such as manufacturing and agriculture 
which arc crucial to tbe development of tbe country. 

(v) Rig alloqtjog 

Problems have been faced in allocating risks bctwceo tbe govcrnmcni and the 
concession company. Transferring all risks invariably will result in increase 
in price of services, tbcrcby jeopardising interests of consumers. Searching for 
the right balana: poses some difficulties. There arc no strict guidelines that 
can be followed thereby resulting in decisions to be arrived at on judgemental 
basis. 

(vi) fjuw;ia& 

Being new, BOT mode of project development is also not well understood by 
local investors and banks. Local banks, particularly practice very conservative 
banking policies, always insisting on collaterals. The fact that BOT projects 
arc actually tempOnrily owned by the private sector companies makes this kind 
of security irrelevant. 
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(vii) Lad 

The laws on land in the country render the transfer of the right to use a certain 
caregory of land to the private sector improbable. These are lands which need 
to be compulsorily acquired for the BOT project. No legal decisions have been 
made thus fJtr on such cases. 

c) lnohrmc;et of Ille Gmcnwet 

from our experience, the lenders would like to see the commitment and the 
involvement of the project; 

lenders require cenaia commitment from government:-

1. support loin in cases where the coacessioo compmy faces a deficit in 
revenue colk.ctioo and cannot meet the annual payment scbeduJe to the 
lenders; in cases where ~ is a sbortfal1 in the revenue collectioo the 
government will give a loin to the coacessioo company to enable it tc 

repay the loin; this support loin is repaid by the coacessioo company to 
the govemmcm before the company pays dividend to i1s simebolders; 

2. the government loots at these nqUCSIS objectively:-

i) the government wants the project without incurring any expemes; 

ii) to ensure that the project will proceed; 

iii) dilutes part of the risk to the lenders. 

1) Competitive bidding for projects already identified by the government; 

2) Private sector proposal, provided the private sector meets the following 
requirements:-

a) the proposal possesses a unique solution to an economic problem and 
offers a cost-effective solution; 

b) possesses patent rights on technical know-bow which becomes essential 
to the BOT pnvatimioo proposal; 

c) the privatii.atioo project would not be viabie if privatised on its own and 
its viability depends on being linked to another component of which 
private sector is already in possession. In such a case, the BOT 
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privatil.ation project would he granted to the private pa_rty who is in 
~of the main component. 

22. As of 1988, of the 19 projects that have been priv:atm:d, six are of the BOT type. 
Some of these projects have been completed while others are still under comttuction. 
The details of these projects are shown in Table l. Through this mode of 
privati7.ation, the govemmeot bad avoided a total of $4,913 million in terms of 
capital expenditure. 

23. The debt equity ratio of capital funding for these projects varies from 99: l to 6S :35. 
F.quity holders are derived from within IDd outside the OOWllly. The largest extent 
of foreign participation is found in the Labuan Water Supply project. The guidelines 
on the privatization policy allows foreign puticipllion to a maximum extent of 30S. 
Lite ~ capital, loin c:api1al to fiDaDcc these projects is also drawn from both 
sources. Smee revenues are in Ringgit, projects with a high coatml of foreign debt 
are exposed to foreign exchmgc risk during the life of the coocession or loin 
repayment period. 

24. Risk allocation varies from project to project. While for some, the government 
underwrites the foreign euhange risk, for others it does not. For all projects, the 
project operating risks are borne by the respective cooccssion companies. Some 
projects, particularly the road projects bear higher operating risks from the revenue 
side due to the fact that revenues are martet-led instead of contract-led. However, 
for most of the road projects, the downside of the revenue risk is fixed at a specified 
minimum level through minimum traffic guarantees by tbr government. Most of the 
utility projects, however, depend on comract-led revenues streams. For most of the 
projects, inflation risks are being ameliorated through tariff escalation clauses being 
built into the concession contnct. However, the esc:alalion clauses vary from project 
to project. As can be seen, there is no ~steot treatmmt of risks allocatiOo. ~ 
is mainly due to the limited experieDce that bas been gained in respect of BOT 
projects. Guidelines on BOT projects are being drawn up in order to ensure 
consisteocy in the implemcal3tion of these projects. 

d) MaJaJlia'a Sta'"'inr cm 1;s1ra 

2S. Several of the risks involved in BOT projects are country specific. Project 
commcrcial risks for example are affected by labour INlkct conditions, efficiency of 
external trade particularly where projects involve imports of equipment and supplies. 
Malaysia can boast as having one of the most peaceful industrial cilmate in the world. 
IDdustrial disputes are relatively small in number and labour strikes are rare so that 
the number of man days cost is relatively small. Malaysia possesses a relatively 
efficient infrastructure system particularly traDSp6lt and communication, thereby 
rendering risks in delivery of goods tc be v~ miuimal. 
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26. As to country commercial risks. relating to convertibility of revenues into bard 
currencies. Malaysia enjoys a very liberal exchange control regime which is applied 
uniformly to transactions with all countries except South Africa and Israel. As to 
foreign exchange risk. since 1985. the Ringgit suffered rather steep depreciation 
against the major curreocies. Since then. to the present day. the Ringgit bas 
depreciated 11.7% against U.S. Dollars. 69.l % against Japanese Yen. 31.2% against 
West German Dcutchmark and 46.3% against UK Pound Sterling. 'However. the 
value of the Ringgit at the moment is snowing signs of recovery. as the Balance of 
Payment position strengthens. Malaysia bas been able to keep inflation at very low 
levels. Inflation ratf.s since 1980 ranged from 0.4% in 1985 to 5.1% in 1982. 

27. Malaysia is politically srable despite its cosmopolitan population. It bas a strong and 
creditable Government. The policies of the Government are stable and reasonable. 

Elements of a BOT Privatization Agreement: 

definitions 
contract documents 
construction of the interconnection 
concession. land rights. license and authority 
commencelD" nt date 
acquisition of land rights 
permits 
finance 
operation. maintenance and repair 
liability in the event of breakdown 
insurance 
payment to the company 
customs duties and taxes 
tax allowances 
termination clauses 
force majeure 
settlement of dispute 
vesting 
future expansion of demand 
appointment of Government agent 
miscellaneous 
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Conclusjop 

29. Being a developing countty. Malaysia offers vast opportunities for BOT projects. 
particularly utility projects. The Govemmcot welcooies foreign participation in the 
development of these projects. particularly in areas where technical expertise is scarce 
or not available in the country. 

Presented by: 
Mr. Mohd. Tajuddin Mohd. Gbal.ali 
Head of Project. Privati7.atioo Unit 
F.conomic Planning Unit 
Prime Minister's Department 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
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Table l 

BQI PROJECTS IN MAl.AYSIA 

COST CONCESSION CONCF.SSION 
Im.. PROJECTS OOJIJQN) SIAUJS PERIOD OONPANY 

l. North ICelaag $20.SO Cutuplded 25 yeas Shahpwbl 
Slraits, Bypass Properties Sein.Ltd. 

2. Kepong lntercbuge $86.00 Completed 16 yeas Seri -~ Sdn. Bbd. 

3. Kuala Lumpur $300.00 Under- 12 years Teralai K.G Sein. Bbd. 
Inten:blnps Construction 

4. NOl1b ·Sou1b $4,300.00 Under- 30 years PLUS Sein. Bbd. 
Highway Construction 

s. Labuan Water Supply $126.SO Under 13 years Llbuan Water Supply 
Project Construction Scio. Bbd. 

6. Labuan-Beaufort $80.00 Under 13 years I.BI Scio. Bbd. 
Interconnection Construction 

7. Ipob Wat.er Supply" Under 
Conltructioo 

8. Larat Macang - Under 
Water Supply Construction 
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Fig. 2 : Risk AllO\:ation - 86b -
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BUILD OPERATE TRANSFER (BOT) and 

BUILD OPERATE OWl~ AND TRANSFER (BOOT) 

EXPERIENCES IN PAKISTAN 

Paper presoued by 
Dr. S.M. Junaid 74idi, 

DiP-ctor of Technology Information Division, 
National Centre for Technology Transfer, 

Ministry of Science and Technology of Palcistan 
ar the UNIDOIAPCIT International Seminar 

on Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) 
held in Bangkok, 11lailand 

on 2-6 December 1991. 
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Introduction: 

The changing international economic environment, excessive reliance oo debt 
iDstrument combined with a number of other factors gave rise to the debt crisis in 1982. 
Since then the level of commercial bank lending to developing countries bas been sharply 
decreasing. As a result, the Governments in the developing countries are faced with adverse 
economic situation. Therefore, they have been trying various options for attracting the direct 
foreign investment. They have been making strong efforts to attract new money through new 
project financing. 

Pakistan bas been able to maintain a steMly growth rate of around five percent during 
the last five years. The level of domestic invb1Weot and savings are however not compatible 
with this rate of growth. In fact these are fu too low for the ensuing annual GDP rise. One 
impor1ant implication is that considerable capital inflow bas been snpplemeoting the domestic 
investments. This, in turn, bas created a number of complicatioos, like a heavy debt burden. 
To combat these, the government bas been trying to change the entire economic environment 
through major policy announcements. These range from privatisation and deregulation of 
economy to reluation of exchange and paYJDC'! .; controls and greater incentives for 
investment to domestic and foreign investors. 

Pakistan is Open for Business 

Today, Pakistan offers probably the most atttactive terms anywhere in the developing 
world to foreign investors and enttepreoeurs. It is the first country in South Asia to bring 
about: 

Denationalization of industry and privatisation of public utilities; 

Removal of all restrictions on dealings in foreign exchange, including banking, for 
both individuals and companies, foreign or local; 

Dismantling of state capitalism. 

The invitation extended by Pakistan to the outside world to invest in its economy and 
share in its growth and development is backed by a package of measures tailored to bring 
about rapid privatisation, deregulation and denationafu:ation. 

Very recently, the government bas freed the system of debilitating state controls, 
providing unprcccdcnted incentives to private foreign and domestic enterprise, guaranteeing 
investment security, rolling back nationali7.ation, privatising state-held business and industry 
including banking, on a massive scale and allowing the private sector complete freedom to 
reali7.e its full potential. 

These rcvnlutionary steps are without precedent in the Third World, which is why the 
Pakistan experience is being followed with such interest in many developing countries. 
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Pakistan has realised that the involvement of private sector is essential for the spe.ecly 
industrial development of the country. At present, the private sector is accorded highest 
priority. All the policy initiatives arc directed for the developing of private sector. Public 
sector is restricting its role only to providing necessary support services and developing 
necemry infrastructure. Under these initiatives, all the room which was previously occupied 
by the public sector to install, operate and manage the industrial units have been left open for 
the private sector and a massive programme for privatisation of the state-owned industties and 
commercial units is underway. Private sector bas also been offered to set up hydel stations 
and thermal power plants using indigenous call a:Ml gas, furnace oil, imported coal and other 
economically viable resources. 

Privati7..ation in Pakistan: 

The privati7.atioo commission set up by the govcmmcnt is working bard to dispose of 
a vast range of state run enterprises - from buts and insurance companies to textile mills, 
cement manufacturing plants, bolels and telecommunicali facilities. Thirty of these units 
arc up for sale on the market. 

Two banks held in the public sector have already been privatised. While the Muslim 
Commercial Bank, the fourth largest in the country, bas been sold to a private consortium of 
12 eubepa encurs, the ownership of the Allied Bank, a comparatively smaller entity, bas been 
transferred to its employees. Over 7 ,SOO of them have thus become shareholders in a unique 
arrangements which bas all the dements of succeu. 

Next in line to go will be two of the country's largest banks - United and Habib. As 
someone said, •Privatisation Programme is ope; ·i :.g up the market to enable business to grow 
without interference from the govemmeot. • 

In the aviation sector, in June this year, Paris-based Agba Khan Fund for Economic 
Development bas been chosen from a host of foreign and domestic bidders to set up ..- airline 
in Pakistan. This airline in the private sector will compete with the state owned Pakistan 
International Airlines (PIA). 

Twenty-two private shipping companies have already been granted operating licences, 
with the numbers expected to grow. These will be competing with the major state-run 
organi7.ation, Pakistan National Shipping Corporation (PNSC). Licences have also been 
issued to 19 pay phone card operating companies, thus opening the telephone network to the 
private sector. Two cellular mobile telephone companies arc working in the private sector. 
Bids have already been invited by PUisian Tclccommunication Corporation (PTC) from 
companies to supply and install 200,000 telephone exchange lines on the basis of 
Build-Operate and Transfer (BOT). 
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BOT Mechanism: 

a) Gem': 

The Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) is an iDnovativc way of fimDcing projects. It is 
a form of limital recounc project fimncing. In tbe recent years it bas been applied 
in many developing COUDttics for infrutructural projects. BOT renders Govemmenls 
tbe oppol1llllity of financing its developmealal projects outside its budget alJocation. 
These projects which are essential to the clcvdopmcnt of the country can be realised 
without increlsiDg the sovereign ddJt of the Govemmeot. 

The main cbmdaistic of BOT is dllt fimDcing of 1be project is broken down into 
sqmate danealls and the risk U10Cilled with the project is clistributm to tbe 
puticipanls, usually in rough ploponioa to tbc:ir finaDcial coattibution. Natural 
CIDdidates for BOT 'imncing are dlOSe projects in wbicb ownership of fDal ISSdS 
IDd the r.gbt to mu revenue from them, is vestal in the govenmat. 1bc model 
tberefore works best for iDfrasttuclmal projects, lint !'Olds, tJJnnds, bridges, power 
mtioos, etc. 

The BOT concept and stnJcture IS given in Fig-I, implies the following stages of the 
project c-;cie. f.iDL a joint venmrc (coocession company) is established with the 
following sbudlolders: a consortium of COllSUUCtioo and supply companies, the 
operator of the plant and the govemmeat tbrougb its authori!y. Srgmd, the 
implemenlatioD agreement, which secs out the coocession and sales agreement and 
determines the tenm UDder wbicb the revenue will be geacn!cd, must be signed. 
Ihild, raising of funds where the leaders are blDks and export credit agencies while 
the borrower is the coocession compay. fogrlb, COllSUUCtioo of die ,. and start 
up of tbe operation. Eflb, a period during which tbe project operates under tbe 
managcmcat of the concession compay and die company hopes to receive sufficieDt 
money to pay operating com, debt service commttma11> IDd dividends to 
shareholders. Sildl, after tbe coocession period, die coaa:ssioo company is cliuolvcd 
and the ownership of the pro~ is transferred to die government, which continues its 
operation. Hence the term •build-operlte-ter• (8011. 

Unlike traditional public sector projects whose capital com are largely fimnr.ed by 
loans raised by die Government particularly in die cue of budget-deficits, BOT 
projects are normally fimnmt by I combination of debt and equity cap!1al. Tbe ratio 
between die two types of capital varies with projects. Tbe providers of these two 
fonm of capi1al are compensated solely from die project revenues so that capi1a1 cosas 
are oormally fi•nral with recourse normally limitt.d to die project revenue stream. 
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Henc:c. the private sector bears a greater share of the risks. The revenues can either 
be contract-tied or market-tied. Market-tied revenues uc revenues of a service which 
is directly delivett.d to the customer. Coob'act-tied revenues are revenues of a sc:rvicc 
which is not directly delivered to a specific consumer but through an iDtmDediary 
usually a public sector agency operabDg a network of service. The latter will have 
to underwrite a mjoimqm delivery. This form of coottact is geacrally known as a 
•1ake-or pay cootract•. Compan:d to coottact tied rcveoues. martc:t-tied revenues 
impose higher risks to the ~ company. 

There are three main advantages of a BOT scheme. Ed. infrastructure projects are 
built with the mobilization of private sector rmll'CCS and without the diR:ct 
involvement of scarce budget resourteS; sccogl, the government does not have to 
mac a formal guaranttlC of repayment of the dtbt and therefore the project debt does 
not appear as a public sector debt, and lbiol, BOT is an innovative medu1nism for 
increasing private sector involvement in economic development in general and within 
this context also for increasing the role of the private sector as a provider of 
infrastructure services which have tnditiooally been a public sector monopoly. 

e) mpmp1arcs: 

The main disadvaalages of the BOT scheme are: Ed. it normally implies higher 
costs than if financed through government credit, and secopd, due to the extremely 
complex financial structure (risk sharing problem), negotiations for arranging the 
whole financial pacbge are often Vl:;; !et-..gcby. 

BOT - Pakistan Experiences: 

a) &nu Sr.ctor 

As a comerstooe of the Pakistan's energy programme, the Private Sector Energy 
Development Fund (PSEDF) has been created with World Bank assistance. The Fund 
was established with money from the following contributors: the World Bank (lending 
worth ISO million USS), Japan's Export Import (leoding worth S4 million USS), 
Italian government (lending worth SO million USS). Canadian-CIDA (30 million USS 
loan) and USAID (125 million USS grant). By the middle of 1989 the Fund bad 
mobilized around 700 million USS. 

The Fund was created to provide long-term financing, covering up to 30~ of the total 
costs of the projects to be built on a BOT basis. It is administered by the National 
Development Finance Corporation, Pakistan's principal development finance 
institution. 
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The resources of the Funds arc being lent at prevailing market rates to BOT projects. 
with repayment terms of up to 23 years. including an eight years grace period. The 
remaining 70% is to be provided in equity fmm (up 10 25..,; half from overseas 
investors and balf from domcs1ic sources) and in local and offshore financing in the 
term of export credits and COllUDCl"Cial loans as suppliers credits (45 ~ ). The struclmC 
therefore implies that for every l USS provided by the Fund. 2 USS will be raised by 
equity and debt financing. With such a financing structure. Pakistan is hoping to 
implement its energy development programme. eight power gcocration projects. 
Together they would be worth 2 Nllioo USS and have a production capacity of 2.000 
megawatts. 

The 23 years repayment period. bas a significant positive effect oo the cash flow of 
the project. which is ememely imponant. at least for the period of coostructioo and 
~ first year of operation. Quite a few foreign suppliers and financial institutioos 
have entered into the Pakistan BOT energy project scheme. The Fund seems to be 
an innovative way to mobili7.e additiooal rcsoun:cs for energy sector financing in 
Pakistan which. under traditional schemes. it would not be possible to raise and 
therefore the implemeldation of the Pakistani energy development programme would 
be prolonged far into the future. 

b) Teleco•mgpiqtjop Sc:ctac 

The importance of an effective collllllUDication system for the community development 
Eld economic progress cannot be denied. In Pakistan, the rcspODSlbility for providing 
and maintaining inland and overseas telecommunication facilities is assigned to the 
Pakistan Telegraph and Telcpbooe (T&T) Department which became Pakistan 
Telecommunication Corporation (PTC) in 1991. 

As oo 30 June 1989, there were 2,070 tdepbooe excbang~ and 812.872 working 
tclepbooes and 3.017 public call offices. The tclepbooe density per 1000 population 
was 7.1 in 1988. Under a crash programme PTC decided to increase its Capacity. 

In April 91, PTC invited bids to supply and install 200.000 tclepbooe excbanr lines, 
including local cable network and local junctions (bercinaft.er collectively called exch.nges) 
in the cities of Labore, Faisalabad. Rawalpindi and Islamabad on the basis of BOT. The 
terms and conditions of the bids were: 

l) The exchanges were to be built in accordance with the PTC' s standard and 
specification. for which a comprehensive survey was necessary. 

2) Tbe BOT contractor. before execution of the project, was to get bis plan approved by 
PTC. 
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3) Tbc contrattor was t.o transfer the possession and ownership of the exchanges in good 
worting order and c:oadition to PTC, free of any charge or encumberance al the end 
of die specified period. 

4) Tbc COilbidOf was allowed 1D intaanm bis &dPnps with PTC's system and 10 
operate diem in acconlnce with Pakisbn law, for the period agreed upon in the 
Cmlract wilh P1 '~. Tbc quality of service provided by the Collbw to bis 
subscribers bid tn be illlieu••inml stndlnls. 

The cmaactor was allowed to cbarge the same tariff from bis subscaibc-s IS WIS 

being dlll'ged by PTC. In order not to put ema lmd Oil PTC's system, it WIS 

pcin•issfte for die COlllndol" to clmge a lower tariff dllD PTC's, nor the COilbaaor 
WIS 10 subPdise the calls made by bis subsaibeis in cash or~ or by way of rdme 
or cliscc41111, or in any manner wbltsoever'. In case of any abaormal increase in 
trlffic, p«iug dlnJagb PTC's system, PTC was 10 have the right 10 inveslipte the 
maaer, and to ask for such redificatiOD 1S may be n:asonable under the 
cU(:l•DIStlm:'eS. The COUllW at all tiJlles WIS 10 c:mduct hjndf with bonesty in bis 
«blinp with PTC and the public. 

6) In multi-exchapgc IRIS, junctions between his own exchanges WIS the responsibility 
of the coamctor, without any cost to PTC. 

7) For ""ding the requirenie11ts of the coaaactor's exchanges, junclioDs and 
corresptuting interface equipment in PTC's exchanges WIS also to be supplied md 
imlalJed by the conttactor at bis own cost. No modifica1ion in PTC'$ exchanges WIS 

to be required. 

8) The coatractar's e1d11nges were to be located at independent sites (not on PTC's laad 
or in PTC's buildings). The cable network WIS also to be indepmdenl of PTC's cable 
network and duct routes. W'Jtbout any contractual obligaboll, PTC WIS to assist the 
CODb'ICtor m finding laad for bis buiJdings. · 

9) All exchange buiJdings of the coatractar were supposed to lave enough space to 
accommodate three times the initially installed exchange caplCity. 

10) The contnctor WIS to provide to PTC evecy moatb traffic and billing data, and such 
other information IS may from time to time be required by PTC. PTC also desired 
to have the right, from tilllf! to time, to inspect the coatractar's ...... (?) 

11) In case of any material brelcb of the Conttact, of which the Secrmry, Ministry of 
Communications WIS the sole judge, PTC WIS to have the right to discoancct the 
Contractor's Exchanges from its system till such time that the cause of the complaint 
is mnoved, or to take pos.ses.sion of the Cootractor's Exchanges forthwith. If 
posses.lion of Contractor's Exdllnges taken by PTC under this clause, such 
compensatioD WIS to be paid to the contractor IS may be reasonable under the 
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cim11nstaoccs, provided that the compensation did not exceed the cicprccilt.ted value 
of the assets calcuJated at the rate of 10~ straight-line depreciation per IDDUID. For 
the purpose of the above caknlation, the initial capi1al cost per Exchange line 
including switching. cable network and junctioos, was taken to iJc Rs. 20,000. 
Thereafter, title to the Exchanges were to pass to FTC. 

12) The cootnctor was allowed to keep 1009; of the revenue from outward calls from bis 
exchanges, provided that be paid to FTC such ammt as would have been payable by 
FTC to foreign tdecom administrations or carriers, OD account of outward 
iDrematiooal traffic, originating from the Cootnctor's Exchanges. 

13) No payment was to be due from FTC to the coatractor OD account of incoming traffic, 
including iDtmlational traffic. 

14) All Exchanges incb*.d in this tender were to be ready for cutover latest by December 
31, 1992. Bids wting CXlCDded time for cutaver were not to be consiclcml. 

IS) The bidders were to specify the date OD which the Exchanges were to be transfcm:d 
to PTC. Any bidder wilo was not willing to transfer the Exchanges within 8 years 
of Dcc:ember 31, 1992 was not allowed to participate in this tender. 

Result 

The project could not be given OD BOT because of many reasons, however agr=mcnts 
have been made in principle with foreign reputed suppliers for supplying and inst;amog 
Exchanges OD Build-Lease and Tnnsfer (BLT) basis. 

c) Cow•uietima Sect1lt: 

Economic development and the comequeot demand for mobility increases~ oo 
the communication system, so that it requires continuous expansion, maintenance, 
replacement and moderni7.ation. Yet, this sector did not receive adequate priority in 
the past due to pressure from other competing programmes. 

Pakistan bas about 1 IS,800 tm of all types of roads with an average density of about 
0.2 km per sq km of area which is less than one third of the generally accepted 
standard of O.S km per sq km for developing commies with similar topognphy and 
levels of economic development. Even to the existing roads, overloading, rapid 
growth of traffic and induction of heavy duty trucks have necessitated large 
expenditure on road maintenance and development. 

Now the government is according the top priority to optimal utiliutioo of existing 
road system through proper maintenance, capacity improvement and rehabilitation; 
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coosttuction of second carriage way aloot! the National Highway N-5 from Karachi 
to Peshawar: COllCcpl of financing of roads through tolls and auction of franchises for 
service centres aloog highways; development of a modem road construction industry 
and improvcmcot in road construction ~; involvement of private sector in 
infrastructure dcvclopmcot and adapboo of new and innovative mechan:sm of 
financing/like BOT. BOO and BOOT cu:. Some of the projects under consideration 
of the govcmmeot for which the bids bav: aln.ady bcco collected arc as under: 

Additional Carriageway Between Kiwian and Rawalpindi 

National Highway Authority (NHA) bas a plan to coostruct an additional canilgcway 
between Kbarian and Rawalpindi (123 km) along the existing N;diooal Highway N-5. (i.e. 
Kbarian-JbdUJD-Oqjar Khan-Rawalpindi Highway). The project includes construction of all 
struciUrCS en route including one major bridge over Jbelum rive:- at Jbelum. Pavcmcot width 
of this carriageway will be 7 .3 meters. 1bis asphalt concrete highway bas an estimated value 
of Rs. 1200 million. 

• 

The projec..t will be implemented Oil the foliowing basis: 

Built own operate transfer (BOOT) 

Finance-cum-Construction. Government Guarantee shall be available for repayment 
of the loan in both cases as bcrcuodcr: 

1. Self Financing: U the consortium arranges financing for itself. the GOP will 
guarantee the repayments. 

2. MOC/NHA as principal borrower: If the Company/Consortium provides loan 
to MOCINHA. then also GOP guarantee shall be available. 

Lahore-lok.mabad Motorway 

National Highway Authority have floated a tender for constructing a 4-lane, access 
controlled motorway from Lahore (by passing Sbeikbupura, P'.ndi Bhattian, Bhcra. Kalar 
Kabar and Balkasar) to Islamabad. 

Project Length 

Estimated Cost 

Completion period 

315 kms (4-lane divided motorway) 

Rs. 8512 million 

30 months 
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Fiumr: 

* 

* 

Private Sector parties have been asked to arrange the funding on competitive 
t.cnm. 

Government cf Pakistan would CODttibute a maximum of SOii of the project 
C?St. 

Following methods are being comiden:ld for repayment: 

• 
• 

Tolls to be colleded by the bidder on the entire motorway (BOOT concept) . 

NHA to collect toll itself and guarantee repayment of tbe loan. In this 
eventuality, however, no repayment was possible by NHA or the Government 
of PakiSlan UDlil the c:omplelion of tbe project and a minimum of ten years 
were required '-. repayment of the loan. 

Tbe project proposals from the iDteresled parties (both domestic and foreign) have 
been collected. Tbe c:onttact for construction shall be awarded on 
design-cum-coosttuC buis. Design and specification which conform to iDtaDalioaally 
accepted norms are being SbJdied. Tbesc design will then be put for formal NHA 's 
approval. 

Tbe proposals have also been collected for constructing this Motorway on turn-key 
basis. Tbe proposals thus collected also include the finaocing and operating 
methodology and details of the firm or joint venture including their expcrieoce, 
capability, machinery holding, financial status and saaff proposed for the project. 

Lahore Bypass: 

The Labore Bypass project (eaimatcd to be USS142.S6 million) is planned to be 
completed in two phases over a period of 7 years and will generally comprise the provision 
of a dual 2 lane highway with 7.3 meues wide carriageway, a 2 mette wide central median 
and 3 metre wide shoulders. Under this project also flyovers, ldditioDal bridges at Ravi and 
improved fuoctions will be constructed so as to assure 5moodl flow of traffic and to relieve 
the congestion on the existing roads. The project bas~ awarded to a private coocem. 

Since the Labore Bypass project is structured as a huild, own, operate and transfer 
(80011 project, therefore it was nerasary to incorporate a privately owned limited liability 
company. The company would be c:apatilinid to the extent of 2S Ii of the total project costs. 
The cootractual structure is given in fig-2. 
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The Project Company would have as its objectives the purchase of the existing bridge 
over the River Ravi; in phase I the construction of a new bridge over the River Ravi together 
with the coostructioo of a new bypass around Labore crossing the River Ravi at the bridge 
and connecting V!itb the Jaranwala Road; a total of 18 kilomcttes approximately, of new 
roads; in phase D the construction of a second new bridge adjacent to the existing bridge , 
the upgrading of the Bund Road, flyovers oo each side of the new bridge and a flyover over 
the railway crossing oo the N-S, plus upgrading of the N-S Highway through Sbabdara Town. 
The project would seek a concession to own and operate the bridges and bypass for a 
minimum period of 20 y~. with the eaimated construction period of phase I being 36 
months from the assigning of the Concession Agreement, with phase D commencing oo 
completion of phase I and being completed at the end of year 7. 

Paltistm bas two main sea pons: (i) Karachi port and (ii) Port Mohammed Bin Qasim. 
Karachi Port bandies 14.S million tonnes of cargo and Port Qasim baDdles 4.4 million 
toaoes of cargo. For further expansion and improvement in port facilities, the 
government bas formulated some modemiDtioo projects which also involve private 
sector. Some of the expansion programmes at Port Qasim which are proposed to be 
financed under BOT/BOOT schemes are as under: 

Container Terminal: 

Pon Qasim Authority bas collected expressions of interest from experienced Container 
Terminal Operator for the financing, mainferulnce and operation of Container Terminal at 
Port Qasim, Karachi, oo Build-Operate-Own-and Tr.dlSfer (BOOT) basis. 

The existing (JOO meter long multipurpose berths S to 7 are proposed to be converted 
into an integrated container terminal which shall be fitted with unloaders/loaders modern 
Gantry, Cranes, Tramtziners, Fork Uft Trucks and allied equipment, having . handling 
facilities of Panamax Class COD1ainer ships. 

The project envisages civil works; procurement, installation of equipment, operation 
and maintena&ce. 

Fertilizer Terminal: 

Port Qasim Authority is also considering expressions of interest submitted by 
experieocc:d fertilizer terminal operators.for financing, construction, maintenance and 
operation of a Fertili7.er Terminal under Build Operate Own and Transfer (BOOI Concept, 
at Port Qasim, Karachi. 

The facilities would have a maximum (import and export) capacity of handling about 
3.0 millions tons of fertilizers per annum and would be capable of handling vessels upto 
50,000 DWI'. The project would broadly consist of a specialised berth with a design capacity 
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for so,ooons,ooomwr ships for fcrtilm'!r handling unloaders/loaders, conveyers, storage 
sheds and allied equipment and infrastructlia-e. The project is estiimted at a cost of $60 

million. 

Grain Terminal: 

Port Qasim Authority invited yet another expression of interest this time from 
experienced Grain Terminal Operators, for financing, construction, maintenance and operation 
of a Grain Terminal under Build Operate Own and Transfer (BOOT) Concept, at Port Qasim, 
Karachi. 

The facilities would have a maximum capacity of handling 3.0 million tons of grain 
per annum. and would be capable of handling v~ls upto 50,000 DWI'. The project would 
broadly consist of a specialised berth with a design capacity SO,OOOnS,000/DWT ships for 
grain baJMtling unloaders/loaders, cooveyers, Automatic bagging plants, silos/sheds for 
storage of grain and allied equipment and infrastructure. The project is estimated at a cost 
of S fiO million. 

Sports and Recreational Facilities at Port Qasim: 

Port Qasim provides unique constellation of factors favouring location of tourist 
industries, vast land along the shore, NetWork of cn:eks and mangroves offer potential sites 
for development of tourist and recreational facilities like: 

a) Marinas 
b) Scuba Diving 
c) Beaches and Playland 
d) Boating/Cruise in creeks and sight-seeing of ruins of Old Forts. 
e) National Park 
f) Hotels & Restaurants for tourists 
g) Aquarium, Dolphinarium 
h) Tourist Huts 

Port Qasim Authority collected expression of intereSt from experienced Industrialists, 
F.ntrepreneurS, Tour Operators, Hoteliers interested in financing building, maintenance and 
operation of sports and recreation facilities at Port Qasim, Karachi on BOOT (Build Operate 
Own & Transfer) or BOT (Build Operate and Transfer) or BOL (l'uild Operate & Lease) 
Basis. 
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Conclusion: 

Although, BOT/BOOT mechanism of project financing is a fairly new idea, it bas 
been well received in Pakistan. It is still engendering great interest in the country, both in 
the public and private sector. The response from the private sector (domestic and foreign) 
to the bids called by the government bas been quite encouraging. This shows the interest of 
the private sector to participate in limited recourse financing. It also shows government's 
intention to boost the economy through the involvement of private sector utilising BOT/BOOT 
nw:hanism. Ultimate success/failure of BOT/BOOT will depend very much on the triangular 
relationship of public, private sector company and the government. 

Projects which will be implemented under BOT/BOOT would normally be 
infrastructural projects serving the public. The Government would like the service to be 
available to the public on continuous basis. Hence, the Government need to ensure that the 
private sector proposal allow continuous supply at acceplable standards. 

Being new, BOT is also not well understood by local investors and banks. Local 
bmW, particularly practise traditional banking policies, insisting collaterals. The fact that 
BOT projects are actually temporarily owned by the private sector companies makes this kind 
of security irrelevant. 

To conclude "BOT/BOOT is not a one line answer to a series of problems faced by 
present day Pakistan's economy nor it is a substitute for more conventional means of 
financing. It can be applied on a highly selective basis - but that where it is appropriate it 
should certainly provide some well run, well managed projects which would benefit the 
Pakistan's F.conomy". 
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Fig. 1 : A Normal BOT Anangemcnt 
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Fig. 2 : CONTRACTUAL STRUCTURE OF LAHORE-BYPASS 
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The Build-Opente-Tnosfer (8011 scheme in the development and opmtioo of 
infrastructure projects bas been adopted in the ~ about twenty (20) years ago but 
the prcsmt concept of implementing BOT prr.1jeds was not applied. The first two (2) projects 
under the BOT arrangement were our t vo (2) exprcs.wiays which were funded and 
coasttucted by a private coostrudion company. Though the firm still manages the opmtioo 
of these projects, it is expected that these will be~ to the control of the govcmmeot 
5000. 

During the last two years, the private sector bas been advised and widely informed 
of the Build-Operate-Transfer scheme which the present administtatioo bas chosen as a 
vehicle for private participation into coostrudion and operation of pbysical infrastructure 
projecls. It was ooly last year however, that the Pbilippine goveromca1 decided to adopt the 
scheme on a bigger scale. This is because a lot of our much needed infrastructure projects 
which were proposed for foreign funding, may not be implemented due to the sbor1age of 
pes&COUDterpart funds and inadequate fiDancial guaranteeS. Foreign lending imti1Utions 
:equirc the Pbilippine government to put up a councerpart fund cquivalcDt to 20CI to 25 Cl of 
the cost of a project which will be financed by their loans. Hence, by adopting the BOT 
scheme, the govemmcnt will be unburdened with these requiremcms since private scctor 

funds will be used to complete these infrastructure projects. Also, it can result in lower 
capital and operating costs and less ri!k for the govemmcnt. 

Having fully rcaliud the imponaocc of the BOT scheme in the implemematii n of 
infrastructure projects, our Congress enacted a law, known as Republic Act No. 6957, tasked 
to authorize the financing, construction, operation and maintenance of infrastructure projects 
by the private sector. 

Under this act, BOT scheme is defined as a contractual arrangement wbm:by the 
contractor undertakes the coosttuctioo, including financing, of a given infrastructure facility, 
and the operation and maintenance tben:of. Among the provisions of this act are the 
following: 

The contractor operates the facility over a fixed term during which it is 
allowed to charge facility users appropriate tolls, fees, rentals, and charges 
sufficient to enable the contractor to recover its operating and maintenance 
expenses, and its investment in the project plus a reasonable rate of return 
thereon. The cootractor transfers the facility to the concemed government 
agency or local government unit (LOU) at the end of a fixed term which shall 
not exceed fifty (SO) years. 

For tbe construction stage, the contractor may obtain financing from foreign 
and/or domestic sources and/or engage the services of a foreign and/or 
Filipino contractor. 

The ownership structure of a conuactor engaged in infrastructure where 
operation requires a public utility franchise, must be in accordance with the 
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comtibltioo. Thus, at le.ast sixty pcn:cnt (60~) of the capital of the coottactor 
applicant must be owned by Filipino citizem. 

In the case of corporare investors in the Build-Opente-Trmsfer opentioos. the 
citimaship of CICh stockholders in the corporare investors shall be the basis in 
the c:ompu1ation of Filipino equity. 

In the case of foreign coattactors, Filipino b.bor shall be employr.d or hired 
in the different phases of the CODSttudion where Filipino skills arc available. 

The BOT scheme shall include a supply-anckJperale situalioo. 1bis is a 
coamctual anangemmt wbereby the supplier of equipment and llllChinery for 
a given infrastructure facility. if the iDlerest of the government so requiR:s. 
operate the facility, provides process tedmology tn.asfer and training to 
Filipino naticwls. 

Financing from fOk-eign sourtes shall not require a guarantee by the 
government or government~ or coattolled corporations. 

The finmcing of a foreign or foreign-conttolJed c:onttacto.- from Pbilippine 
government institutions shall not exceed twenty percent (20~) of the tc· 11 cost 
of the infrastructure facility or project. 

The National Power Corporation, a government agency autbori7.ed to handle BOT 
projects, is not however governed by this provision but is separately regulated by & :utive 
Order No. 215 which allows a 100 percent fiDancing from the private sector. 1bis is due to 
the very big capi1al requirements of power generating projects. 

Problems Encountered in Packaging BOT Projects 

In packaging BOT projects, we have CDCOUDteral the following problems: 

I . Unavailability of experienced equity investors and experienced project 
developers. 

2. The inability of the government to provide the necessary level of cooperation 
and support. 1bis is due to the reluctance of some government officials to 
accept project risks. 

3. The scarcity of appropriate sources of cash equity. Although investmeot funds 
for sound projects are available, development capital is scarce. 
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Authori7.ed Contracting Govcnunent Agencies 

The Pbilippine government iDfrastructme entities that arc authorized to enter iDlo 
COllll'aCt for BOT projects arc as follows: 

I. Department of Public Worts and Highways (DPWH) 
2. Department of Trmsportatioo and Communication OOTC) 
3. National lrrigatioo AdmiDisttatioo (NIA) 
4. Mcuopolilan Waterworks and Sewerage System ~) 
S. Local Wala' Utilities Administration (LWUA) 
6. Philippine National Railways (PNR) 
7. Light Rail Tramit Audlority (LRTA) 
8. Pbilippine Ports Aulbority (PP A) 
9. ManiJa llllemltiooal Airport Audlority (MIAA) 
10. National Power Corporation (NAPOCOR) 
11. National FJedrific:abon Admioislration (NEA) 
12. l1lilippiDe Natioaal Oil Company (PNOC) 
13. Export Processing Zone Authority (F.PZA) 
14. Public Estates Authority 
15. Local Governments Units (LGUs) 

The Department of Science and Tedmology {OOST), tbougb not ID iDfrastructme 
entity, might adopt tbe BOT scheme in tbe near fJtmc in implemoiling scieDcc-rdated 
infrastructure projects. 

FJigiblc Infrastructure Projects 

IDfrastructure projects which are financially viable and can meet tbe other provisions 
of tbe lmplemen•ing Rules and Regulations (IRR) can be UDdenaken through BOT schemes 
including but not limited to coastructioo. Comttuction include engiDeeriDg rehabilitation, 
improvement, extension and modemimion, s-.ipply of equipment and macbineries, operation 
and maintenance of tbc following: 

I. Highways, including expres.w4ys, roam, bridges, intacbanges, '""'V'Js and related 
facilities; 

2. Rail-based projects packaged with commercial development opportuDities, e.g., use 
of government facilities; 

3. Non-rail based mass transit facilities, navipble inland waterways and related facilities; 

4. Port iDfrastructurc like piers, quays, storage, handling ferry services, wharves and 
related facilities; 

S. Airportt, air navigation and related facilities; 
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7. Telecommmricalio, hlctboae network, terrcsbal and gtellite facilities and related 
servic:c facilities; 

8. Irrigation and rdated bcilities; 

9. Water supply, scwengc, draimge and related faalities; 

10. Bcllntioaal and health iDfrastruclme; 

12. lndusAJial esl*S, including iaftasbactme facilities and utilities; 

13. Martds, slnghtrr hmes and rclatcd facilities; 

14. Warehouses and post-hanest facilities; 

IS. Public fisbpor1s and fishponds, inducfing storage and proressing facilities; and 

16. F.nviroameDlaJ and solid waste ~ related facilities such IS collection 
cquipmeDt, c:omposring planls, incinerators, landfill and tidal buriers. 

Approval of Proposed BOT Projects 

Tbe bead of the coacemcd agency sees to it that the list of oatioDal projects proposed 
for BOT scbcme must be part of the medium-tam iDfrasttuctme programs and must be duly 
approved by our Coagress prior to the call for bids for their implemealation. . For this 
purpose, the agency submits such list to our Congress IS the need for a BOT project arises 
preferably ODCC every six (6) IDOlltbs. 

Minimum Standarcls and Buie Parameters 

Tbe agency/LGU lay down the minimum design and performance staDdards and 
specificatiom, IS well IS economic puametel'S, which shall be observed by the 
bidder/contractor in prepuiag bis bid and, if successful, in building and operating the facility. 

Economic Parameters 

To provide a uniform buis for the preparation by the CODtl'ICtOrS of their bids and the 
comparison by the teDderiDg agency (LOU) of their bids on a •Present Value• basis, the 
agency (LOU) prescribes the following economic parameters: 
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a. Inflation and disroimling rate. 
b. Foreign exclllngc rate. 
c. Muimum period of project constructioo. 
d. rued term for project and colledion of toDslfees/rmals/cbarges. 

Upon appnml by our~ of a proposed BOT project, a D01ice inviting all duly 
qualified iDfnsttudure coubacts to partici .. lie in the bidding for the approved project is thus 
published in at least two (2) newsp1ptrs of general circulatioo once every week for three (3) 
COllSb 41ivc weeks. 

Public Bjdding of Projects 

In the case of BOT, the tollbact will be awanlcd to the lowest complying bidder based 
OD the praeal nlue of its ptoposed tolJs, fees, raDJs and charges OW'r a fixed term for the 
facility to be constructed, operated and ma•inrii according to the prescribed minimum 
design md pcrfonmncc standards, plans and specificatioas. 

Repayment Scheme 

For the financing, construction, operation and maintenance of any infrastructure 
project, the coatnctor is entitled to a reasonable retum OD investnlCD and operating and 
maintenance cost is in accordance with the bid proposal as accepted by the coocemed 
CODlnding infnslructure agency and incorpolm:d in the coatnct's tams and conditions. 

The repayment scheme is affected by autboriziDg the contractor to charge and collect 
reasonable toll fees, rentals and charges for the use of the project facility not exceeding those 
proposed in the bid. 

Project Supervision 

The concemcd government agency is tasked to handle the teclmical supervision of the 
coasttuctioo opentions and mainttmna: of all BOT projects. However, the Coordinating 
Council for the Philippine Assistance Program (CCPAP), a government agency under the 
Office of the President, is the coordinating body to oversee all infrasUucture projects under 
the BOT scheme in the Philippines. They are directly involved in the pachging of BOT 
projects. 

So far, the CCP AP is responsible for the identification of demonstration projects for 
the local government units which can be constructed through the BOT scheme. In this 
manner. our government will be helping not only the donor community in addressing the 
problems of implementation in Official development Assistance (ODA) projects but also, the 
local users of the ODA. 
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A IDOh!!J ago. Hopewdl F.nergy Intemational Ltd. of Hong Kong signed an agreeir.ent 

with my government to coostruct two (2) 300 megawatt coal-fired power plants in Quezon 
province. l lS Dis. Soulb of Manila. The plant which would supply electricity to Luzon will 
be the country's biggest. Comttuctioo will SWt next year oo a BOT scheme. 

Under the agreement, Hopcwdl will fimnce the CODSlrudioo of the two (2) plants at 
a cost of $109.S millioo over a three-year period. NAPOCOR will supply the plant coal 
requireme111ts. Hopewell, oo the odler band, will operate the power station for twenty-five 
(2S) years mnctmg it over to NAPOCOR at no cost. 

Anodler similar project to be constructcd by Hopewell is a two {2) 300 megawatt. 
coal-fired electric plants in 7.ambales. The first plme of the project would cost $441 million. 
Financing is still under negotiation with ADD and Japan &imbmk. The Pbilippine 
government will raise $91 milJioo IS its local counterpart. 

The following demonsbation projects, submitted to the CCPAP by the Construction 
Contract Services Corporation as Consultants to the Philippine Assisaancc Programme Support 
(PAPS) projects arc now ready to sart the BOT process. The Pre-feasibility 
Studies/Feasibility Studies of tr.se projects were already completed and these were already 
annoonced in the media. 

1. 'Oe Mapjla Nortla lladg Grails Termjal 

The project involves the creation of a modem grains handling terminal for the purpose 
of lowering wastage, ship waiting time and consumer prices of basic commodities. 

2. De Gcppl $agtqs AsrjAltgpl Prott;ssiP& 0;gtm 

It involves the creation of a 32 hectare agricultural processing complex in General 
Santos City, aod in South Cocabato, Mindanao. The project would provide fish, 
livestock and agricultural storage, marketing and processing facilities dCsigoed to 
add-value to locally harvested products. 

3. De Pllilyidc;c lpdutrial Estate; 

It involves the creation of a 313.19 bcdare industrial "State in Misamis Oriental 
Province. The 144 million peso project would promote industrial development in the 
region. 
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The following are the Medium Term Projects that require pre-feasibility study or 
additioml autborizatioo to start: 

1. De SW" llarhqr Belk H•-. Tcr•jpl 

The project would lower the am of bulk commodities through reduced ship waiting 
time. lower shipping COSIS and faster redistribution. 

2. Mpjb-l!gp Cm•I Bew! 

It involves the CODStrUdioD of a ~Jae road of 30.0S kilomek:rs from Bulacan 
1brougb PllllP'"P to Bman. 

It involves the amioo of a 16.6 km. exp1mway in Metro Manila from Alahmg to 
President Quirino A venue. The project would alleviate severe coagc:stion in this 
corridor. 

4. NWo.J Intaptipp1 Ajqgt Mjsclhmw Prgjccls 

These projects involve the creation of various service facilities at the present Manila 
Intematicnal Airport. 

The following are potential projects which rdlect private sector interest that will be 
attractive to infrastructure privati1.atioo. Only coocept papers have been completed. 

I. ., 
~-

3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 

New Manila Intemational Airport 
Metro Manila Composting Plant 
It is a S2S million plant to ~ organic material into compost that will be 
sold locally or abroad. · 
Lipa-Batanp Road 
Manila Light Rail m 
Miscellaneous Power Projects 
General Santos Airport 

With all these infrastructures. my govemmmt hopes to lap some $200 million worth 
of projects from the private sector using the BOT scheme within the next two (2) 
ye.an. The amount represents 20CJ of the total SI billion worth of projects eligible 
under the BOT scheme. The ADB and the International Finance Corporation are 
reportedly willing to put up the occded funding to carry out these BOT projects. 
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Amp} 

TIIE SECOND STAGE EXPRF.SSWAY SYSTEM (S~) BACKGROUND 

1982-1983 

198S 

1986-1987 

1987 

1987 

1988 

1990 

Feasibility Study by HCA 

The Cabinet approved the Project 

Review of the Previous Study' Detailed Design and F.nviroamelllal 
Impact Assessment 

The Cabinet set the policy on privatization of the SF.S. 

Anoou!ICCmcnt for the SF.S privatimioo 

Contract Signing 

Consttuctioo begins. 



Toll Stratare 

Urban Ex:pres.wia.y 
(FF.S+Sector A & 8) 

Suburban Expres.wiay 
(Sector C) 
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30 Babl/pcu (SO Bahl for > 4 wbcd & < 10 wheel 
70 Bahl for > 10 wheel) 

IS Babt/pcu (20 Bahl for > 4 wheel & < 10 wheel 
30 Babt for > 10 wheel 

Rem. S Babt discount for using bodl urban and suburlml CXIJl'SRY 

Toll Scllcd91e 

Urlla 

1993 30 Babt/pcu 
1998 40 Babt/pcu 
2003 so Babt/pcu 
Ev...-y 10 Babt/pcu 
S years IDcrcase 

1st 9 years 
2nd 9 years 
3rd 9 years 

40 
so 
60 

10 Babt/pcu 
IS Babt/pcu 
20 Babt/pcu 
s Bailt/pcu 

IDcrcase 

BBCL's Sime(~) 

60 
so 
40 
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Abstract 

The transportation study two decades ago initiated the development of the expressway 
system in Bangkok, Thailand. The First S1age £ xpressway System with 27 .1 km. in length 
was fully opened to traffic on December 1987. In the mean time of the implementation of 
the FF.s, the Feasibility Study of the Second Stage Expressway System (SES} was finished 
in November 1983, following with the Detailed Design and Environmental Impact 
Assessment of the SES which was concluded in May 1986. Because of the world economic 
rec:e::mon impact in 1982, the government set a policy to privatize mega infrastructure projects 
including the SF.s. The implementation plan of the SES was studied for both alternatives, 
ie. by government budget and by privatiz.ation. Finally, the latter method was picked up in 
accordance with the government policy. At present the coostructioo of the SES is in~ 
with the opening date of the first in March 1993. 

1. Introduction 

'Ibis paper presents the development of the Second Stage Expressway System. Traffic 
congestion problem was noticed about two decades ago, while the population of the 
Greater Bangkok Area (GBA} was approximately only 4.3 millions with 318,000 
vehicles (175,000 passenger cars; 75,000 motorcycles; 9,000 taxi; 7,000 tuk-tuks; 
50,000 trucks; 2,800 buses). At present, the population of the GBA is about 8 
millions with approximately 2 million vehicles (946,000 passenger cars; 831,000 
motorcycles; 25,600 taxi & tuk-tuks, 227,000 trucks; 59,000 bu~). Traffic 
congestion problems in the metropolis are very serious as vehicle speeds on main 
roads are lower than 10 kilometers per hour during rush hour. The major causes are 
the results of poor town planning and the lack of efficient public transportation and 
road network systems. Considering the road netWork system, it is found that the ratio 
of the road surface area to the inner area of the metropolis is only 6~ which is lower 
than 20% standard of other big cities in the world. The lack of the road surface and 
efficient road network system cause chronic traffic congestion in the city of. Bangkok 
with the results of economic losses and adverse euvironment. The traffic congestion 
is now widely recogni7.ed and considered as one of the most imponant national 
problems. 

2. The Feasibility Study of the Second Stage Expressway System in the 
Greater Bangkok, 1982-1983. 

In 1982 the Expressway and Rapid Transit Au~rity of Thailand (ETA) with the 
cooperation of the Japan International Cooperation Agency conducted an economic 
and engineering feasibility study of the SES. The study recommended two routes of 
the expressway namely North-South route and East route. The North-South route 
starts from Vibbavadi-Rangsit highway in the north and joins the existing FES in the 
south with the length of 19.17 km. In addition, the East route connects with the 
North-South route at Pbaya-Tbai Interchange and runs to the east terminating at 
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Ramkbamheang Road with the length of 8.72 km. TllC total length of the SF.s is 
27.89 km. with the investment cost of 16,118.82 l illion Babt (1983), Net Present 
Value of 6,090 Million Babt, benefit/cost ratio 1.65 and internal rate of return 17 .0% 
at 12% discount rate. 

3. The Special Report on Review of the Previous Study, Detailed 
Design and Environmental Impact Assessment of the Second Stage 
Expressway System in Greater Bangkok, 198~ 1987. 

An engineering consultant was hired to review the HCA's study and conduct the 
F.ngineering Detailed Design and F.nviromnent Impact Assessment of the Second Stage 
Expressway System. The route alignment was a little modified with the extension of 
the North-South route to the upper north at Cbaeng Wattana Road, the extension of 
the F.ast route to further east and a Collector/Distributor Road connecting the main 
line of the expressway with the central business area of Bangkok. The total length of 
the reviewed SF.s is 39 .05 km. with the investment cost of 17 .620 Million Babt 
(1986), benefit/co& ratio 2.32 and internal rate of return 22.60% at 12% discount 
rate. 

4. The Development of the SES privati7.ation. 

After the completion of the HCA's midy, the Cabinet approved the SF.s project on 
March 12, l 98S. Due to the economic recession, the cabinet advised the ET A to look 
for the private sectors to make an investment in the ShS project for a period of 30 
years. 

On August 14, 1987, the ETA made an announ::e.ment inviting the private sectors to 
submit the investment proposal for the SF.s project. The main conditions and 
requirements for the investment proposal as stated in the distributed Tenns of 
Reference by the ETA can be briefly derailed as i.e.; 

1) The ET A shall acquire all land as to be required for the SF.s project 
construction. 

2) The Government shall not make any grant or subsidy to the Investor in any 
case apart from those specified in 1 ). 

3) The Investor shall be responsible for the construction, procurement and 
installation of equipment, for operation and maintenance of the SES. The 
Government shall not guarantee any loan. 
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4) The Investor sball reimburse the land acquisition cost paid by the ET A or the 
Government, together with interest and conditions of such repayment, as well 
as propose other benefits to be beneficial to the Government. 

On February 1, 1988, 2 proposals were submitted to the ETA for evaluation both in 
tecbnk-"l and financial. On March 14, 1988 the winner was selectf'.d based on the 
followings; 

1) The proposal conformed with the conditions and requirements. 

2) The registered capital (equity) was equal to 20'Ji of the project cost as required 
by the conditions while the other party's equity was lO'Ji. 

3) The implementation plan offered full project construction with a specific 
period. 

4) 'lbe cheaper construction cost on the same base year. 

5) Better land utilization and environmen1al mitigation plan proposal. 

After the Cabinet's approval on September 20, 1988, the ETA signed a contract with 
the successful investor on December 22, 1988 for the implementation, operation and 
maintenance of the SF.S for 30 years. 

At present, the construction of the SES is on the way with the first part being 
expected to open to public by the middle of the year 1993. 

5. Conclusions 

The privatil.ation of the SF.S project is the ~oncer of the implementation. of mega 
infrastructure projects by sharing the role between the Government and private 
sectors. This strategy is expected to make earlier the completion of the infrastructure 
projects and create foreign investment which will reflect a good economic 
environment in the country. Followin! the privatiz.atioo of the SES, there are many 
mega projects come along such as the Third Stage Expressway System Project, the 
Mass Transit System Project etc. and most of these projects are under the negotiation 
with the interested proposers. 
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De Benefits apcl Djsbcaefits hcqrme two layQ1moat Policies 

By Private Sector Goyenunent Sector 

Renefj§ 

1. Efficient management 1. Fully governmental control policy 

2. Save government's 2. Maximum social and 
budget economic benefit 

3. Increasing the role 3. Better coordination 
of private sector in among government 
developing the agencies during 
country construction 

4. Definite implemen- 4. Available soft loan 
1ation plans with lower interest rate. 

DjsbenefiJs 

1. No soft loan which 1. More procedures in 
cause higher toll decision makings 
rate 

2. Maximum Profit is 2. Limited Governmen1al 
concerned budget 

3. Taking time in 
negotiation 
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1) Land acquisitioo by the ET A 

2) No grant or subsidy to the Investor 

3) Reimbunemeat of Land cost by the Investor beginning at the IS* year of the 30 year 
investment period 

4) The Investor is respomible for coastructioo, operation and maintenance costs 

S) The Investor is subjected to the support of 801 privilege 

6) The Proposer shares registered capital of 20~ of the SF.s project but not less than 
1,800 Millim Bahl 

7) The Investment period may be extended for two furtbcr periods of 10 years 

8) The Investor bas priority to utili7.e the land within the right of way 

9) The FF.S revenue is included in the revenue sharing between the ET A and the Investor 

M1j1 Fptgm of dlC; Cgvtitjcm & Rapaimncnb 

of Ille TBS jpycat11 .... 

1) Land acquisitioD by the ET A 

2) No grant or subsidy to the Investor 

3) Reimbursemcot of Land cost by the investor beginning at the 21• year of the 30 year 
investment period 

4) The Investor is responsible for coastructioo, operation and mamtemmce costs 

S) The Investor is subjected to the support of B-1 privilege 

6) The Proposer shares registered capital of 20~ of the project cost 

7) The Investment period may be exteDded for two further periods of 10 years 

8) The Investor bas priority to utilize the land within the right of way 
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9) The Investor ooUects all toll revenue and odler' revenue from land utiliDtioo 

No revenue sharing 

Main FC'l!RS of 1lle pe4jtjcws & BcqpjRwets 
of 111e MIS Jmicct 

1) Oovemment invests not more than 2S ti equity 

2) No loan guarantee from Government 

3) Land acquisition by Government 

4) Investor reimburses for Land cost or lends the land from 1be <Jc?vemment 

5) No fare rate control and low level riderships guarantee 

6) The Investor collect all revenue for 30 year investment period 

7) The Investor bas priority to utili7.e 1be land within 1be right of way 

8) The Investment period may be extended for two further periods of 10 years 

The M1jn Fcatpm of the PBS 

1) All Government.al Investment 

2) Capital cost 8,518.9 Million Baht (2,258.4 M.B. Government's subsidy, 
1,039.85 M.B. ETA's Revenue and 1,400.32 M.B. Local Loan, 
3,820.34 M.B. foreign loan) 

3) 1be ET A collects all toll revenue and revenue from Land Utilization 

De M1jp Feature of the ARB 

1) All Government Investment 

2) Capital cost 26,617 Million Babt (16,000 M.B. Government's subsidy, 
1,123 M.B. Government's Loan, 3,978 M.B. Local Loan and 5,466 foreign loan) 

3) The ET A collects all toll revenue and revenue fro~ land utili7.ation 
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SOME PROBLEM AREAS: BOT PROJECT 

STRUCTURING, IMPLEMENTATION AND 

OPERATION 

(PARTLY BASED ON COUNTRY RBPORTS FROM 

MALAYSIA, PAKISTAN, 

PHil.JPPINm AND THAILAND) 
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1. Structuring the BOT project: 

1. Lack of kgidation wl political commitmcols. 

2. Lack of cooperation between the public sector wl the private sector. Time 
c:msuming government proccdmcs. 

3. ~ which are not p1operly prqmm. 

4. Lack of fair wl transparent bidding rules. 

S. Lack of undelsaaMing of the BOT concept mixed with conservative attitudes 
among foreign md local lenders. 

6. E.xccsme positions OD tariffs, risk allocatim wl Government guarantees. 

7. Resi.SlaDcc from consumers. 

8. The costs of coostruction, equipment and supplies are priud too high. 

9. Lack of long-term commitment, including equity cootribution from sponsors. 

10. Positions on maintmance, termination and transfer rcguJations. 

o. The Implementation Phase: 

1. Delays due to inadequate communications, importation of equipment, supplies, 
requirement of site, etc. 

2. Delayu in coostructioD with CODStq1IClltial increase in the interest expenses OD 

construction financing and delay in the project revenue. 

3. Capital cost overrun. 

4. Technical failure. 

S. FiDaDcial failure of the project company. 

6. Lack of co-operation between the public sector and the private sector throughout 
the implementation of the project. 

7. J.ncttased prices or shortage of raw materials, energy supply, etc. 

8. Poor management. 
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9. F~ .mjcurc. 

10. Labour force not available. 

Obviously most of the above are not specific for a BOT proect. 

m. The Operational Phase: 

1. Cash flow problems in the saart-up phase. 

2. Teclmical failure causing cleJays, a produclion tban projected, etc. 

3. Operatiooal cost ovemm. 

4. Poor management and majntenance of the project. 

S. Technical obsolesceocc of the project and km of compelitivc positions in the 
market. 

6. J.ncrcased price or shortage of raw materials, energy supplies, etc. 

7. Foreign exchange, curreocy and inflation problems. 

8. Government interference. 

9. Force majeure during the operation period. 

10. Lack of interest from project company sponsors. 
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29. Mr. Somcbai Jarukasemratana, Director of Tcclmical Department, The Expressway and 
Rapid Transit Authority of Thailand (ETA), Bangkok 

30. Mr. Pacbearn Pirotesak, Director of Tecbnical and Planning Division, The Expressway 
and Rapid Transit Authority of Thailand (ETA), Bangkok 

31. Ms. Kritaya Tbanapbum, Chief of Loan Management Section, The Expressway and 
Rapid Transit Authority of 'Jbailand (ET A), Bangkok 

32. Mr. Noppadol Muangrug, Legal Counsellor, The Expressway and Rapid Transit 
Authority of Thailand (ET A), Bangkok 

33. Mr. Paitoon Tavilsup, The State Railway of Thailand, Bangkok 

34. Mr. Panu Pornprompratan, The State Railway of Thailand, Bangkok 

35. Mr. Deacba Mongkolrat, Telephone Organiz.ation of Thailand, Bangkok 

36. Mr. Polcbai Tongawan, TelepbOne Organization of Thailand, Bangkok 

37. Mr. Jittapatr Kruavan, Assistant Professor, Department of F.conomics, Chutalongkom 
University, Bangkok 

38. Mrs. Sawat Cboopungartm, Planning Division, Ministry of Industry, Bangkok 

39. Dr. Anupap Tiralap, Research Fellow, Thailand Development Research Institute, 
Bangkok 

40. Mr. Suroj Lamsam, Sales Support, Loxley (Bangkok) Ltd., Bangkok 

41. Ms. Sukanlaya NUUS\PUIWat, Consultant of Technology Company Ltd., Bangkok 

42. Mr. Yon Suwathanangkul, Senior Vice President, Thai Engineering C,onsultants Co. 
Ltd .• Bangkok 
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43. Mr. Visoo Tarantarat, Manager, C.P. Telecommunication Co. Ltd., Bangkok 

44. Mr. Sucbai Poopicbayapongs, Fiscal Analyst Comptroller-General's Department, 
Bangkok 10400 

45. Miss Nipapan Saeng-In, Fiscal Analyst Comptroller-Oeneral's Department, Bangkok 
10400 

VIETNAM 

46. Mr. Tran Pbwong Hien, Senior Engineer', Department for Technology Assessment, The 
State Committee for Sciences, Hanoi 

47. Mrs. Nguyen Thuy Quyen, Consultant Engineer, National Information Development 
Centre for Science and Technology, Hanoi 
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RESOURCE PERSONS 

48. Mr. Anton Sarbu, Director General, Department of Latin America, Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, Bucharest, Romania 

49. Dr. S.M. Junaid Zaidi, Director, National Centre for Technology Transfer, Ministty 
of Science and Technology, Jslamabad, Pakistan 

CHIEF TRAINER 

!"IQ. Prof. Ole Steen Olsen, University of Oslo, Norway 

APCTI REPRESENTATIVE 

Sl. Mr. Ove Cbr. Bugge, Director, Asian and Pacific Centre for Transfer of Tecbnolc..,,y 
(APCIT), Bangalore, India 

UNIDO REPRESENTATIVE 

52. Ms. Rowena S. Paguio 
Associate Industrial De~elopment Officer 
Technology Policy, Acquisition and Negotiation 
Industrial Technology Promotion Division 
UNIDO, Vienna, Austria 




